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And they searched his chest
But they could find only his heart
And they searched his heart
But they could find only his people
And they searched his voice
But they could only find his sadness
And they searched his sadness
But they could only find his prison
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Exiled Indian Writers
and Literature
The Cook and the Chickpea
Sh an t a Ach ar y a
(With acknowledgement to Rumi)

A chickpea leaping out of the pot,
no more dry and hard, but ready to sprout;
soaked overnight, then boiled fiercely
Yelled with all its might at the cook:
“Why are you doing this to me?”
The cook casting the chickpea back in the pot
as if guiding a whale stranded on land, breathless, lost
back into the ocean for its safety, replied calmly:
“When will you stop thinking only about your self;
accept my cooking, careful and constant, as your
destiny?
You think I am torturing you,
when I am enriching your flavour
with spices, salt, garlic, ginger, tomatoes
so you can mix with rice and vegetables,
and nourish my Master’s family.
Remember the way Gardener tended you
while you drank rain in my Master’s garden, for months
did nothing but fed on minerals and other nutrients?
photo: Deidi von Schoewen

You have come a long way from a seed
planted in the vegetable garden
to the dawn of a new life in a cooking pot,
to a taste conjured by me specially for you
providing nourishment to humans.
Don’t you know we are all returning,
our lives enriched by serving,
our home where we are going?”
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A Place for all Seasons
S h anta A char ya

Lying on a dary of autumn foliage,
I peer through a purdah of latticed leaves
Preparing to capture the moment
when colour and texture, sunshine and sky
merge in one split-second and freeze –
Like Titian’s painting immortalising the moment
the eyes of Bacchus and Ariadne meet,
when he declares the sky her wedding gift.
Under a shamiana of myriad bandanas,
magic quilt of earth and sky
woven with strings of sunshine,
I wait for the consummate instant to click,
as in a piece of music building to a crescendo.
I have the experience and enhance its meaning –
beautiful the ballet of branches bending in the breeze.
The three sturdy oaks aloof in the background,
regal in evergreen, linger on in my reverie
bearing the weary weight of this world.
I feel the tree’s sap racing; the wind that plucks
the leaves from my body is no longer my enemy.
I feel settled at the foot of the fiery maple tree,
rehearsing to bend, without breaking, in the wind.
I flow with the light as it curves round the globe.
The voices of children echo in my dreams
as I return from some corner of paradise,
awake to the jazzy stomping of angels’ feet;
an experimental minuet by not-very-musical kids.
The wind teaches them to shake the mighty tree
burying me and my camera under a canopy of leaves.
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Song of the Small Stalls
Yuy u t s u Sh arma

Sunken cheeked scrawny widow
selling socks and bangles
and later in the night herself.
Men carrying deep wicker baskets
full of papad, or steel buckets topped
with salted peanuts or boiled gram
tinged with lemon or red chilies.

In the Amstel train
I missed them the most,
mutilated multitudes on the wheels of life.
It was Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse
or some such town
and as train stopped I woke up abruptly,
thinking I’ve arrived at some Indian station
Panipat, Gonda or Kanpur.

Robust hill girls in scarlet shawls begging,
with the authority of roving priests,
the permit of fierce
brass goddesses in their vermilion splattered trays

For a moment it appeared
they would swarm in like houseflies,
buzzing names of their meagre merchandise,
for a moment it seemed
they would rush in the classy Amstel compartment
to share my American solitude

Or young women of long black braids
throwing faded little cards
printed in bad English pleading
attention to rescue them
from a recent catastrophe.

Bare-backed boy sweeping
the littered floor of the train
with the makeshift broom of his ragged shirt.
The blind beggar with a gnarled arm
shouting Kabir songs, his grandson
a fragile staff on the dark trail of his life.
Children in circus costumes,
mock mustaches, motley caps with piggy tails,
the sister passing through steel rings
her adolescent bones creaking
like bamboo-posts of countryside string cots.

Eunuchs of lusty nose rings clapping,
touching your groin in a special peck,
a glint of mischief in their starry eyes,
Chai vendors, their throaty cry
piercing silence of the night stations,
small stalls
on the wheels of hunger

Photo: Stanley Langer

tiny supermarkets
on the wavering watercourse of life
But no one came
as the train stood
in utter silence
in an almost empty station,
no one moved, talked,
smiled or even broke into a helpless cry.
Slowly the train moved on
and I saw juniper trees
lined up along the tracks
each branch loaded from fresh snow,
mere beggars with multiple hands.
Through the glassy panes
of the overheated compartment
beyond sprawling vistas
of snow and light I caught
sight of a dozen ravens
by the edge of a frozen pond, sitting
as if busy in a corporate meeting,
a feel of having at last
conquered a tough war
over the mutilated multitudes.
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Imt i az D ha r ke r

Black and White

Living Space

All the people are wearing black.
Coming out of stations,
scrambling
on buses, crossing the street,
stacked
on escalators
they look like letters running
away
from words I am struggling to
understand.
There is no way to fix them
blurred as they are by movement,
mirrors and cracked glass.
I am trying to write you down
on this white space
in longhand, calm
you, still you,
put my arms around you,
touch your face, trace
the cheekbone,
hold you long enough
for you to read

There are just not enough
straight lines. That
is the problem.
Nothing is flat
or parallel. Beams
balance crookedly on supports
thrust off the vertical.
Nails clutch at open seams.
The whole structure leans dangerously
towards the miraculous.

the words we have been
assembling

Into this rough frame,
someone has squeezed
a living space
and even dared to place
these eggs in a wire basket,
fragile curves of white
hung out over the dark edge
of a slanted universe,
gathering the light
into themselves,
as if they were
the bright, thin walls of faith.

Drawings by Imtiaz
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Home’-ing in:
The Indian Immigrant Writer Re-imagines Home
Madhub an t i B h at t ach ar y y a
Home, I whisper desperately, homehomehome, and suddenly, intensely, I want my room in Calcutta, where things
were so much simpler1.

ciations they escaped from, and they therefore find themselves
trapped in a different kind of non-participation in their chosen
space.

The condition of exile is one that puts a person at a physical
distance from a homeland, voluntarily or though the forces of
circumstance, in a bid for survival and a better life. Even when
the distance from one’s origins is one that is chosen of one’s
free will, there is a sense of loss which manifests itself in representation - be it writing, painting, music or any other medium
- as a sadness which can neither be fully grasped nor articulated. Yet is that merely a looking backward, or does a new vision spring from the seeds of that melancholy? Taking a closer
look at what this differently experienced home looks like in the
representation of the diasporic Indian women writers Chitra
Banerjee Divakaruni and Bharati Mukherjee, I suggest that although the characters have different stories, their experiences
of home: both the ones left behind, and the ones they have refashioned, become markers of the new identities they fashion
for themselves, neither one nor totally the other, but a hybrid
of the two.

Thus displaced, by the fact that the term ‘home’ now meant
different, sometimes contradictory things to what it did where
one came from, distanced both physically and mentally from
‘home’, buffeted by the changes in everyday realities, home
is re- fashioned through yearning into a vision which is a chronotope that perhaps could only ever be mapped cognitively.
Thousands of miles away, suddenly one is overcome by a desperate longing for the comforting certainties of a home that
was in reality experienced as stultifying. As Michel Foucault
suggests, such spaces are fundamentally unreal because they
are unattainable by the actual wishes and desires of those inhabiting them. These heterotopias are non-places, utopias or
dystopias in a “general relation of direct or inverted analogy
with the real space of society.” 6
Tara is one of the daughters of the title in Bharati Mukherjee’s novel Desirable Daughters. She is the main protagonist,
and the narrator of the novel. Brought up in Calcutta, she has
moved to the US after her traditionally arranged marriage, and
at the start of the novel has lived in San Francisco for twenty
years. She is still caught between two identities as symbolised
by the different houses and neighbourhoods she considers
home. On the one hand there is the ‘Indian’ identity fixed in
a “lepidopterist’s dusty case” she was born into and the painstakingly invisible, ethnically ambiguous American one she has
attempted to grow into. When faced by a crisis that literally
threatens to dismantle the myth of her family, and therefore her
Indian identity, she discovers that “the happy house on Ballygunge Park Road, the protective parents and loving daughters,
the Brahmins’ pride, the Calcutta sophistication – seemed now
the darkest cave, and we blind stumbling creatures.” But, home
is not just the physicality of the house. It is also a way of life that
retains its charm even as the façade of ‘home’ crumbles. Even
as one myth fails, she thinks

Yet, arriving at that chosen place from the shock of first being exiled is a long journey. Modern technology has made it
commonplace to hurtle through the sky at hundreds of miles
an hour, but the accompanying mental shifts are not quite so
easy to accomplish. For Indian women, symbols of an entire
country’s imagination, being buffeted thus between cultures
and places, where “the literal is always discrepant, a sharp otherness to what the imagination conjures up as it blends time,
emotions, heartbeats”2 , it means they have to “lift these scraps
of space and much as an indigent dressmaker, cut them into
shape.”3 But that is far from easy.
As she approaches me, this Other who I am, dressed in
her bits and pieces clothing, the scraps cobbled together
to cover her nakedness, I see quite clearly what I had only
guessed at earlier: she has no home, no address, no fixed
shelter. Sure, everything else looks fine. But it is clear she
is a nowhere creature. 4

The attraction of Jackson Heights, for me, had always
been people pleasures: sidewalks full of Indians, every
face is Indian. Every shop and storefront features Indian
jewellery, Indian clothing, Indian travel, Indian food and
spices, Indian sweets and restaurants. The smells and the
noises are familiar. […] It’s a kind of inspiration to see the
might of one’s own community on parade.7

From an outsider viewpoint, these women have moved
higher up the escalator that has its lowest levels in rural India,
whilst its upper echelons are based in cosmopolitan metropolises in the Western world.5 However, their experienced spaces
may well be read as having become more constrained and
dependent - in spite of having moved thosands of miles away
from the suffocating rigidity of cultural norms to an apparently
unrestricted space. But there they have discovered themselves
cast into the role of interpreter for precisely the place and asso-

But it is in Cole Valley in San Francisco that she reports feeling for the first time in her life totally at home. She says “I am
one with the neighbourhood: ethnically ambiguous, hanging
out in the coffee shop, walking dogs, strolling with boyfriends,
none of us with apparent sources of income.”8 Nostalgia is operating in subversive ways here: this construction of home is
even more precious to Tara because it is self- created, rather

1 Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni, Sister of My Heart (London: Black Swan,
1999). p.66
2 “Katha”, Fault Lines, p. 31
3 ibid
4 Fault Lines, p. 30
5 Johanna Lessinger, “Indian Immigrants in the United States: The Emergence of a Transnational Population: ,” in Culture and Economy in the Indian
Diaspora, ed. Bhikhu Parekh and Steven Vertovec (London and New York:
Routledge, 2003). p. 165
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7 Bharati Mukherjee, Desirable Daughters (New York: Theia, 2002).
8 Ibid.
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than being part of the Bengali culture which “trains one
to claim the father’s birthplace, sight unseen, as his or her
desh, her home.” As she goes on to explain: “Where everyone knows your business and every name declares your
identity, where no landscape fails to contain a plethora of
human figures, even a damaged consciousness, even loneliness become privileged commodities.”9 Yet, this freedom
is complicated: this neighbourhood where everyone knew
everyone else by name also becomes the site for her nearbrush with death, and the novel ends with Tara deciding to
‘return home’ to her parents, unable to cope with the dichotomies between birth and adoptive homes.

world if you didn’t keep us penned in at home all the time
like… like prize cows.” But this has a purpose too. This act
of keeping houses frozen in time has a purpose: keeping
doors open to houses they might want to enter someday –
as prize brides – the culmination of their achievements. But
they can’t be expected to see that just yet.
However, when Anju moves to America, and Sudha to
a big established family in Barddhaman, after a joint wedding, that same home becomes the safety net providing unconditional love and acceptance. In America Anju thinks
Even now I don’t like walking into an empty apartment. There’s something about the air- unpeopled
and stagnant, as though it’s from the bottom of a well
that dried up a long time ago – that makes me uncomfortable. That’s when the longing for the house of my
childhood shakes me the most. How irritated I used
to be at the constant commotion – milkmen, vegetable sellers, Ramur Ma shouting at the neighbour’s cat
who’d snuck into the kitchen.[…] Now I’d be glad to
see even those horrid aunties who came and drank
endless cups of tea.

Another of Mukherjee’s heroines, Jasmine takes a similar
route to Tara. She becomes “an American in an apartment
on Claremont Avenue across the street from a Barnard College dormitory ”10 tracing her gradual assimilation through
a series of increasingly ‘American’ houses. Her changing
names reflect the kinds of homes she inhabits and experiences, and it is interesting to note that the further away
from ‘India’ she gets, the happier she is, and the book
ends with her leaving to pursue a version of the ‘American
Dream’. Her Americanisation remains problematic though:
she is still dependent on a man at the end. In the continuation of contingency in independence, even as she insists on
celebrating her rootlesness, her story retains core elements
of the traditional Indian woman’s life-trajectory – the goal
being to remain pure and untouched until she is bestowed
upon a suitable man. In that sense, Anju and Sudha, the sisters of the title In Divakaruni’s Sister of my Heart, although
their story is much more traditional, perhaps find more successfully the balance between their different homes.

Sitting down to a frugal meal with the two mothers and
her aunt after leaving her husband’s home, Sudha realises
“I didn’t know how starved I had been for food served with
love, food I can eat without choking on the strings attached
to it. Food for Sudha, not for a receptacle for the heir of the
Sanyal family.”
Even though Anju now has the freedom in her marital
home to be as American as she wants, it is a freedom that
comes hedged in warnings and undercut by her husband’s
awareness of his own liberalism. “Kindly don’t shout Anjali.
If you took a good look at your life, all the things you’re allowed to do, maybe then you’d be a little more…He breaks
off abruptly, but of course I know the word he’s left out.
Grateful grateful grateful.” Suddenly, Calcutta is the only
place she wants to be, even as her husband’s cruel statements remind her of the reality of woman’s lots in Calcutta.

They initially experience home as a stifling place where
they stick out for being the only girls not allowed to move
with the times. As Sudha confides to her diary
I knew most sixteen year old girls in Calcutta
didn’t live the way we did. I saw them on our
way to school, pushing their way into crowded
buses, bargaining loudly with roadside vegetable sellers as they shopped for their mothers. […]
Women, young and old, hailed taxis and climbed in,
on their way to New Market or Dalhausie; some maneouvred their scooters to work through streets packed
with buses and pedestrians and stray cows, honking
authoritatively.

Across the board then, distance brings with it a re-evaluation of home. For Jasmine, becoming American and building a home American style through a vehement negation
of her Indian heritage allows her no place for nostalgia at
all. If anything, ‘home’ as she originally experienced it is a
reminder to herself of all that she wants to forget, and she
despises it for ‘making her feel alien in America’. In her later
novel, Mukherjee’s heroine Tara is less sure about what
‘home’ really means. The nostalgia of exile operates in
more complex ways: whilst allowing her moments of wistfulness for a simpler happier way of life, she acknowledges
that they were predicated on ignorance and self-delusion.
In the end, after many attempts to render herself ethnically
ambiguous she succumbs to nostalgia in ways utterly opposite to that of Jasmine: by choosing to return ‘home’ to
India. This time, the safety of familiarity is enough, although
whether her return is permanent or not is left to the reader’s
imagination. Sudha and Anju in Divakaruni’s novel are the
ones for whom nostalgia is the least critical recreation of
home. Yet they choose neither to fully integrate nor return
to their imagined home: choosing rather to build a new way
of life, that is theirs alone, neither fully American nor fully
Indian, but integrated in both.

Her narrative is infused with wistfulness of not quite belonging, which lends the urgency to their desires to free
themselves from the gilded cage they appeared to live in.
From the seeming permanence of an old renowned family home, Sudha continues her musing “How bold and fascinating these women were. How uncaring of that fragile
glass flower, reputation, that lay at the heart of Anju’s life
and mine. They were all that we, as daughters of the Chatterjees, yearned for and could not be.” A promise made
before the girls were born seemed to have frozen the entire household like the magic spell which in fairy stories
shrouded palaces in timeless sleep. Along with the houses
and identities, their clothes are also frozen in time. As Anju
yells out “I’m tired of these old women saris you make us
wear. You would think we were living in the Dark Ages instead of in the Eighties. We would know more about the
9 Ibid. p 202f
10 Bharati Mukherjee, Jasmine (New York: Fawcett Crest, 1989). p.146
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The Palm Tree
Laila Su mp t o n

We were kings,
The palm tree and I,
rulers of a sandy hill.
I patrolled the shade,
it told birds not to land.
We were the island
we had to defend,
I made land slides
fall on other kids,
and the tree dropped me wings
to swipe flying stones from my face,
and we would always win.
Wars would end before dinner,
I’d wait till the enemy had cleared,
Then go home to eat mine cold.
My weapon was the ground,
I kicked it away like a little sea
who forgot it needed to be held
before it drained away.
I hugged myself closer to the trunk
We were on a plinth, not a hill!
My ankle jarred on the jump down
and the palm gave a goodbye lean,
a week long wave that I couldn’t stop.
(though I tried to prop it and push it straight)
I had chipped off
too much to climb back up again,
too much for it to tickle clouds

It lies there now,
my tree’s a lowly bench
with palm leaves being jumped on,
then ground into desert.
They all bounce on its hour hand,
and the roots loosen,
crispen in their first daylight.
At dusk lovers sit,
the girls swing their legs
till the trunk sleeps into ground
and they drill their heels into it.
The bark I loved
is scarred with their hearts and cigarette burns,
getting ready for woodworms to chew.
At night, I think of its ghost
moving through the ground,
as it ploughs a thick sky bright with grubs
with a trunk as straight as my army salute
It re-forms under the dust I march on,
till it’s the underground mirror
of all the new palms
growing from its roots.

photo: Stanley Langer
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Militant Veil
Laila Su mp t o n

If I wear a veil
when I speak to you,
do not my eyes just hint
a glare?

and the touch of Turkish Delight.

Within these folds,
all the “falsities” mutter,
and paternal prods hum the air.
So I’ll parade an ethnic masquerade,
dangle modern hyperbole on a flag pole,
and you’ll jump to catch my “PC” bait.
Offering me dates for crossing the desert sands,
or incense for a well sung word,
out from my foreigners land:
yulla, iywa, in sha’Allah.

But if, that “inner Boudicca”

I will speak in tourist-board smiles,
give you a good exchange for culture,
if you speak sweetly of me.

pounds your Roman Shield,
or the Iatola’s pitchfork catches your eye,
you’ll scent the backwards words of love
for a blistering sky.
When I count the numbers you don’t,
in coin belt kicks;
the chiffon turns to Aberdeen granite,
headlines black and red clang off it.
The world shakes,
my temples are pounded,

This clasp that holds will keep
the Graces in place,
and they’ll spin
like ballerinas in a trinket box,
and keep me safe with the pictures of camels

the cats eyes are pigs heads,
the Arabian Nights turn to Western Screams,
and I am your Halloween witch,
with an armful of khamsine.
Image: Suzi
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Mahmood Jamal: Meditating on Poetry
L aila Su mp t o n

Though working infrequently with schools and colleges his
translations from The Penguin Book of Modern Urdu Poetry
have been included on syllabuses, and he would like to see
the inclusion of more literature from other cultures so that
the younger generations can be inspired by literature which
is inclusive and not exclusive. One of the few poems he has
written for children is entitled “Look there’s a Muslim!”, and
teaches children about the different branches of Islam, trying
to break the stereotypes that are all too apparent in the media
and society. His forthcoming collection of translations is the
Penguin Book of Islamic Mystical Poetry, which he hopes will
infuse new ideas and allow poetry from Persian, Urdu and Arabic to become more accessible.

Mahmood Jamal is a highly acclaimed poet and translator,
working in English and Urdu amongst many other languages.
He has written and produced for Channel 4, won awards and is
included in numerous anthologies including New British Poetry. His latest anthology Sugar-Coated Pill, published by the independent Edinburgh bookshop “Word Power”, was received
with widespread applause, particularly from Tom Leonard who
was tempted to say “Welcome to the often boring world of
‘Scottish Literature’, Mahmood”.
Though he is being included in this feature on Indian poets,
he prefers to be defined simply as a poet. Seeing the categorising of writers as a marketing ploy, that can restrict audiences’
expectations. Foremost in Jamal’s aims as a writer is the contribution to cross cultural dialogues; his translation work and
his work in English is crucial to achieving this. Born into a family with a strong literary heritage in Lucknow, India in 1948, he
then moved like many Muslim families to Pakistan, before finally settling permanently in the UK in 1967. Not
only his movement between literary cultures,
but also his own research into European, Arab
and South American poetry has enabled him
to take a global perspective on writing. Jamal’s
keen sense of cultural heritage is balanced with
an urge to create universal messages that are
independent of time and place.

English is seen by him as a medium for literature that needs
to be constantly reinvigorated by the diversity of other cultures,
and translation is key to this. Though Jamal acknowledges that
translations will always be culturally removed from their original form, the transferral of a country’s essence
and ideas about the world are needed in the
English language.
Given his feelings on this, Jamal found it disappointing that the UK poetry scene was still
very much linguistically and ethnically divided,
and he spoke of how Urdu poets in the UK have
their own very active mushairas, the Bengalis
have their own poetry groups and so on. Interestingly, when he started organising readings
at the Troubadour Café in London twenty years
ago, there was more diversity amongst readers
and audience than there is now. There are more
spaces for poetry events today but, Jamal sees
very few Asians at events, and saw this as a contrast to cultural centrality of poetry to communities from the Subcontinent. Indeed, he mentioned the fact that the poetry shows get some of the highest
listener numbers on Sunrise Radio. When poetry is kept to
language groups, Jamal worries about the lack of perspective
transferral and development of creative ideas. It is important,
he says, for us to “hear all the voices”. This sharing allows poetry to cease sounding “monolithic” and being restricted by its
own traditions.

“Whose word is it anyway” in Sugar-Coated
Pill exemplifies just this, and though it was
written over fifteen years ago with Palestine
in mind, critics and documentary producers
have seen how the poem can work for other
conflicts, and in one case as a reflection on
the IRA. This and other poems within the collection look at how people deal with injustice,
revolution and liberation movements. Rather
than creating a description which is weighted with meaning,
something which Jamal commented was seen repeatedly in
contemporary poetry, he prefers to create direct, clear messages. He sees much current poetry as being written for writers, whereas he would rather write for people, both those that
do and do not normally read poetry. When poems such as
“Sugar-Coated Pill” and “Whose word is it anyway?” focus on
the spin and media manipulation that leave the public “(underdeveloped, dependent, silent)”, we ask for dialogue, and
the directness of his work makes this all the more possible. He
looks repeatedly at how the passivity and apathy of the public
can eventually break and turn to action. Something which can
be seen in the reality of the world around us, and Jamal hopes
to see his poems translated into not just Urdu and Turkish, but
also Arabic and Spanish. Jamal writes as an individual with no
social or political purpose other than to express his poetic view
of the world. His anthology looks at love, identity and exile, but
seems to focus on a culture of silence. Jamal’s poetry breaks
this and gives people back their voice.
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Poetry is not merely a means of reaching out to people with
the combined knowledge of cultures, but something more
spiritual and far reaching to Jamal. He sees it as a life affirming
resource for dealing with all manner of situations, a modern
philosophy that has the potential to inspire hope and help people understand the world and the human condition. It can be
seen as a key to consoling and becoming more aware of the
self, a means of finding inner strength in an increasingly uncertain world. Jamal sees each poem as a form of meditation on
meaning. It is perhaps this belief that gives his work the ability
to jointly make us think, and feel the power of language itself.
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Mah mo o d Jamal

Immigrant

Whose Word is it Anyway?

Distances
the distance
between me and
myself;
the left behind
and the possibility
and the excluded middle
(most certain
of all)
the I that always
arrives at the wrong place
and stays.

You said I was free
And I took your word for it.
You said there will be peace
and justice and a new order.
And I took your word for it.
You said it was all a mistake
that the majority of the world
was subjugated and oppressed.
And I took your word for it.
You spoke of stability, security,
a better life for all.
And I took your word for it.
You have thrown so many words at me
that I buckle under the weight of your enormous
sentence.
I wade through the millions of words piled high,
I try to
Catch my breath and find a voice.
I swim in the nuances of your endless tracts,
in the metaphors of violence
in the irony of your phrases .
In your paragraphs of good intentions
I am imprisoned in parentheses
(under developed, dependent, silent)
In your meaningful incantations
I am mere commas and semicolons.
And you go on insisting that we are free
To speak, to vote, to determine our destiny.
Caught in the web of your language
And the torrent of your definitions,
Printed, broadcast, microfilmed, copied,
I resort to silence
I resort to guns
I resort to action.
image: Siavash Maleki

Both poems from Sugar-Coated Pill: Selected Poems by
Mahmood Jamal, printed here with permission of the
publishers, first published by Word Power Books, 2006.
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Nightmare
A nna Suj atha Mathai

The house drops beneath the hill.
Storms that shipwreck stars
Leave me stranded.
The house drops beneath the hill,
I am caught in stillness,
The vanishing point,
The hour of zero.

image: Fariba Soleymani Zogi

Exile, a metaphor for some,
Becomes my reality.
I, who have watched the lonely star at midnight,
Watch it extinguished,
As it hurtles into darkness.
The child’s voice cries across the beach,
Lost in the empty space
I cannot bridge.
The cry of seagulls drowns his voice…
I cannot reach him.
My mast broken, my sails flap empty
Trapped in the doldrums,
I gasp for new life,
A breath of wind,
That will propel me out
of the backwater
into the open sea.
Poem from the book The Attic Of Night, printed here with author
permission, first published by RUPA, 1991
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Daljit Nag ra  

A Prelude to Suka’s Adventures from the Board Room
He was the first from our farms on a cheap boat ride to Britain
within a year of work, showered
with overtime, he sent home his pounds for an Enfield bike.
		
Dripping in black and silver
it posed in the courtyard. Our scooters farting on the parched
soil as we left-behinds would meet
to be drawn by the pull from the flood of his letters that swore
on swift returns for a small price.
I crossed the sea, like those Englishmen who made their names abroad,
for his damp and graffiti’d house
where he threw up a panel of chip wood on the bath, and titled
this my bedroom. Whispering
there’s a stream of shift-working men, sleeping days or nights,
swamping the shared space.
Then he sucked the chain on his steaming piss. In the kitchen
		
he fed me cardboard chapattis.
I had left my wife, and the drip of mail from wherever
at my village postal job,
for this once always-drunk, street-sweeper’s boy made good.
When I asked about the buttonpushing work he’d gushingly written of, I almost choked
at his head on a body of stick,
at the ash of ghostly hair and the sunken eyes
as he laughed and laughed through his yellow teeth.

The Tree
The tree my father grew
from his garden I take an axe
and branch by branch
I break the tree
and set to work
the million maddened bits,
the fire of night.
Only for ash I keep.

image: Siavash Maleki

Both poems from Look We Have Coming to Dover! printed here with permission of the author, published by
Faber and Faber, 2007.
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Tribute to the late
poet Mahmoud Darwish
Remembering Mahmoud Darwish
Fathieh Saudi

M

ahmoud Darwish, one of the most eminent contemporary poets in the world, passed away after heart surgery in
Boston, on 7th August 2008. To celebrate his work, poetry
and visions, Exiled Writers Ink organised an event, ‘Remembering Mahmoud Darwish’ which took place in November 2008 at
Foyles in London. Fathieh Saudi, chair of EWI, planned and presented the
programme while Lisa Appignanesi, director of English PEN, welcomed
those present. Participating in the event were eminent authors and lecturers from the UK and abroad. Several poets read poems by Darwish
while Cahit Baylav, a well-known violinist, performed at the event which
was kindly supported by Bloodaxe Books and English PEN.
In my introduction I stated: “We are here to celebrate Darwish’s permanent presence through his words, poems, prose,
life achievements and his place within the Palestinian, Arabic and
international poetic scene. He was a beautiful human being, able
to see what no one else could: in life, politics, and even people,
expressing his vision in a special language. Darwish wished to surprise death rather than wait for the ‘time bomb’ to explode unannounced. He departed prepared, as
always, leaving us behind to ‘nurture
hope’. We are here today to witness the
place of poetry as a human language
uniting many of us. We are here to celebrate the originality and greatness of
his poetry. No other poet captured the
Palestinian consciousness and collective memory the way he did, as he took
his cause to a universal level. We are
here to witness the unifying values uniting many of us across borders, religions,
and nations. These are true human values, hope for humanity, for
each of us on this earth. He gave voice to the Palestinian dream of
statehood, crafted their declaration of independence and helped
to forge a Palestinian national identity.”
Darwish, born in 1941 in the village of Birweh in upper Galilee,
was six years old when the 1948 War started. After his village was
destroyed he fled with his family to Lebanon where they lived for
exiled ink/ Spring - Summer 2009

about a year. He returned illegally but was too late to be included in
Israel’s census of Palestinians who had stayed. They were given the
status of ‘present-absent alien’, a status that marked the poet from
that point onwards, preventing him from ever finding his homeland, except in language and his ever-loving audience. He was
extremely precocious and discovered the power of words and poetry at a young age. Darwish joined the Israeli Communist Party in
1961 and worked as a journalist in Al-Ittihad. He was imprisoned five
times between 1961 and 1967 and was under house arrest for three years because of his poetry. This ‘harassment’ continued until 1970 when he left for Moscow
and for Egypt. He then settled for a while in Beirut,
where in 1981, he founded and edited the pioneering
literary journal Al Karmel. However, the 1982 Lebanon
War led the poet on yet another migration; this time to
Tunis and Cairo. After Beirut he became a ‘wandering
exile’ settling in Paris, then Amman, and finally Ramallah, moving a step closer to his inaccessible home.
After thirteen years in Paris, Darwish emigrated to
Jordan in 1995, and in 1996 started living between Amman and Ramallah, where he continued to edit Al Karmel. During a
brief visit in 1995 to Galilee and Jerusalem he said that he ‘felt like a
child’. Thousands waited for him, welcomed him, told him he was
loved, and asked him to stay. He was deeply moved, cried, and said
he would never leave. He was given permission to stay in his hometown for just a few days. He longed to go home, ‘although I might
realise that the harshest exile is in my homeland’ he said. Thus, Darwish remained a stranger passing through.
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Darwish published about thirty collections of poetry and prose
collections, which have been translated into thirty-five languages.
He was given numerous awards and was described as ‘a poet of
global significance. A writer formed in the crucible of migration and
asylum’. ‘Any lover of, in the broadest sense, a metaphysical poetry
that marries the sensuous and the spiritual will find marvels here…

many of Darwish’s poems dwell on the frail and fugitive nature of
the poet’s creation, as much of a dispossessed wanderer as his
body.’ (Tomkin Boyd)
The two poems below were translated by Fatieh Saudi and Sally
Thomson.

Mahmoud Dar wish

I Know the Stranger
He is a stranger to me
I know nothing of his glorious deeds
I just saw a funeral
walked behind the coffin
following with head bowed for respect
I didn’t ask who he was
where he lived
how he died
Death comes for many reasons
amongst them the pain of being alive
I wondered:
can he see us
or only nothingness?
Does he regret the end?
I knew he would not rise from the coffin
covered in violets
to say good bye
to thank us
to whisper the truth
drawing: Gabriella Hargrave

What is the truth?
Maybe like us
in these hours he hides his sorrow

The River that Died of Thirst

Yet this morning it was only he who shed no tears
who did not see death hovering above us like a falcon

There was a river here once
with two river banks
fed by a celestial mother from the clouds

The living are the cousins of death
and the dead are sleeping in peace

A small river
flowing softly down from the high mountaintops
visiting villages and tents in a gentle quest

I didn’t ask who he was
nor for his name
- no illumination would come from his name –

Running on through a valley of oleander and palm trees
tenderly urging those on the banks:

I am apart from those walking behind him
I am the other

“Drink the milk of the mist
quench the thirst of the horses
fly to Jerusalem and Damascus”
Singing for chivalry and love…

At the church door I was lost inside my heart
wondering:
Maybe he was a writer, a worker, a refugee
or perhaps a killer or a thief

There was a river with two river banks
fed by a celestial mother from the clouds

It makes no difference
the dead have no language
perhaps they don’t even dream

But they took away its mother
and the river lost its life source

Maybe the funeral of the stranger is mine
except that a celestial mystery is delaying it
for many reasons

And slowly
it died of thirst!

Perhaps one of them
is the error within this poem
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Recollections
of Iran
The Agitation Days
Fa r iba Mar zban
Ten years ago in December, 1999 I was in Tehran. I can remember
those days full of agitation, worry, fear, dread and uneasiness. I
have many memories and have had many experiences in my life
but that time was extraordinary. I was continually awaiting the latest news which was always shocking.

Earthquake

I cannot explain the extent to which people were afraid but
could read in their eyes the feelings of desperation brought on by
the pressures of the situation. The days were stressful and so sad.
I was concerned with special intellectuals, writers, students and
journalists in tough, difficult and intransigent situations. Insecurity
was pervasive and I was feeling very insecure myself. I could do
nothing but rush to places where someone might die for want of
a voice. It was dangerous to venture out alone so I always needed
to be accompanied. It was a time when I was worried about people and about Iran and did not know what would happen the next
day.

Ali Ab d o lre zae i
Translated by Abol Froushan
She raises a finger
Excuse me teacher!
If the holy cow11 slips
tin roofs falling over
under lots of iron beams would we always die?

In fact, after the Islamic Revolution in 1979, large numbers of
writers and journalists disappeared or were executed with increasing numbers of people being added to the death list. Saeed Soltanpur, playwright and poet, was arrested on the eve of his wedding
and was executed in Evin just three months later, in June 1981. Mohammad Mokhtari was a writer who disappeared and was killed
by the secret police in 1999. About two weeks later, Mohammad
Jafar Poyande, who had just translated Human Rights: Questions
and Answers (1996), disappeared with his body later being found
abandoned. Likewise, Abrahim Zalzade, a journalist, disappeared.
Majid Sharif, Ali Akbar Saeedi Sirjani, Hamid Hajji-zadh, Ghafar Husseini, Pirouz Davani, Kazem Saami, Ahmad Mir-Alaee, Daruosh Frohar, Parvane Eskandri, Ahmad Tafazoli and many more perished in
similar circumstances. Dr Nasser Zarafshan, writer and lawyer for
the families of the writers killed by the Revolutionary Guard and
secret police, was arrested and tortured and spent over five years
in prison before being released. Everybody knew that they were
being killed by government order. The secret police had decided
to ‘clean up’ the society of writers and many great patriots and
seekers of liberty. Some were executed despite their innocence.
People became angry with the system so arranged a meeting to
remember those executed and this was supported by a public protest in order to achieve political change. Because of the strength of
public feeling, the Islamic regime acknowledged the victims had
been killed by the secret police by order of a cabinet member and
therefore the government made announcements on television, radio and in the press. This was considered an acceptable response
by the people. In fact, according to the political structure in Iran,
national security had been endangered.

the teacher a tremor slipping down his face
pulled the pocket bottoms off his hands
and heavens fell down on the Nth class
crushed benches
lessons fallen from children’s hands
and the walls what dreams they harboured for the
inhabitants
except for a hand that appeared out of the rubble
rose the sound of a finger!
Excuse me Sir!

Now, the tenth anniversary of these memories is approaching
and I write “If freedom is liberty from force, freedom of creativity
is liberty from dictatorship. Therefore writing is a kind of resistance
and the writers were resisting injustices”. Their beautiful lives were
sacrificed to give the gift of liberty to the people. I am dedicating
this article to the writers with respect.
exiled ink/ Spring - Summer 2009

1 According to an ancient Persian Myth of Creation, the earth rotates
on the horn of a bull. Legend had it that if the bull coughed, the earth
would slip off its horn, causing an earthquake.
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Ruhi Darakhshani:
An Iranian Story-Teller who does
not write about Iran
J ennifer Langer

Roland Barthes in ‘Death of the Author’ is critical of analyses of texts which are not only about the text but also deploy
an analysis of the author’s life as an integral part of critiquing
their work. Barthes criticises the reader’s tendency to consider
aspects of the author’s identity such as political views, historical context, religion, ethnicity, psychology, or other biographical or personal attributes, to distil meaning from the literary
work. However, in Ruhi Darakhshani’s case, I consider it essential to explain Ruhi’s life, specifically to account for the lack
of themes in an Iranian context.
Ruhi left Iran in 1974 and came to the UK where she spent
several years in South Wales. She recalls with horror her experience of the mobs and burning when she returned to Iran in
1977. She fled as it was extremely dangerous for her given that
she was a Bahai, a writer and an activist. In fact, several members of her mother’s family were executed.
Ruhi’s parents were from a long line of Persian Jews living
in the north-west corner of Iran. As a minority faith they experienced religious intolerance and prejudice which was apparently normal at that time in Iran and this caused Ruhi’s father
to adopt the Bahai faith and become an active member in
Hamedan. Numerous members of his large family decided to
become Baha’is but were ridiculed and persecuted not only by
local Muslims for being Jews, but by the Jewish community for
deserting the faith of their forefathers. Ruhi remembers being
stoned as they walked through the Muslim quarters for being
Jews and in the Jewish quarters for being Baha’is. When she
was in her twenties, Ruhi moved to Abadan in the south west
of Iran to work for the newly formed Iranian Oil Company and
for local radio and TV.
I was intrigued that none of this past was represented in
her work but she explained that as she still has relatives in Iran,
she prefers not to write about the past or politics. She now lives
in Newcastle and this setting frequently appears in her work.
Ruhi has always had a passion for writing, something not welcomed by her mother and older brothers who were worried
about social misunderstandings in the Muslim community.
However she managed to publish her first stories and articles
when she was seventeen.
Outwardly, it appears as if Ruhi does not write about Iran
but I suggest that themes of hidden, mythical worlds may be
a paradigm for the covert and for Iranian ways of being corresponding to exterior facades and contradictory interior states
of existing. Therefore my original assertion that Ruhi does not
write about Iran can be contested. In this case, knowledge
of the author’s identity and roots contests Barthes’ notion of
‘Death of the Author’. It is interesting that the themes of two
of her novels focus on mysterious, imagined worlds – Life in
the Sea Graves is about the discovery of a new world beneath
the sea. Scientists from the University of Newcastle establish
contact with the denizens of the deep who are the creatures

photo: Reza Deghati

of the Emerald Realm. Her children’s book, The Story of the
Genies and the Fairies in our House, begins in the basement
of Ruhi’s house in Iran, the basement representing the childhood world of spirits, demons and supernatural powers. Her
brother decides to explore a tunnel leading from the basement and emerges into a magical world. The narrative is of a
land transformed where nothing is as it appears which could
be a paradigm for enforced Iranian ways of being. Sassan,
the hero, sets out on his quest to complete the seven hurdles (khans), to defeat the evil Boozina and save the people
of the land. Many of the episodes are based on historical Persian myths and stories Ruhi heard from her mother and older
relations. The magical land could be a metaphor for both an
imagined idyllic future in Iran and the reclamation of a lost,
mythical Persian past and childhood.
Sinister Love represents the author’s resistance to arranged
marriages and to patriarchal power. She remembers a broadcast interview in which she discussed the themes of the novel
following which she received recriminations about the fact
that she had been critical of Iran whereas Iran had not been
mentioned by her. In the text, the women of the family lead
tragic lives. Ahmed’s sisters, Fatima and Selma, are married
off against their will to rich businessmen who treat them like
slaves. While Ahmed’s own marriage to Zahra is initially more
successful, her daughter, Maha, falls in love with a poor, Christian man and refuses to marry the man her father has chosen.
Finally, she is murdered by her father. .
Mad is a collection of short stories, most of which are set in
the north-east of England where the characters are integrated
into the English way of life, for example in amateur dramatics,
visiting the dentist, the office lunch hour, hosting neighbour’s
children, family conflict and being re-united with a former
boy-friend. However, this normality is subverted in many stories as the dentist dies while performing fillings, tensions arise
in seemingly happy marriages leading to murder in one case,
lifts and clocks become personified and questions are raised
about madness. Rouhi emphasises the importance of moments such as the significance of a smile and human warmth.
Her interest is in people and she empathises with those who
are victims such as the interpreter and the miserable waitress
and raises awareness that people cannot be judged by their
exteriors.
Rouhi is a vigorous story teller whose tales probe human
behaviour displaying her positive perspective. Her daughter,
Venus, comments “My mother is a true but humble pioneer
and always ahead of her time in her vision and attempt to
make a change in society and the world.”
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Ab ol Fr ou sha n

Scream!

A Manifesto

Between the poet and the star
Sat the moon I sat naked in the balcony
in absent company
and felt the ground amiss.

Cubist Poetry
freezes the fluidity of
speech breaks up into
cubes of ice accumulate in
a stack vertically defies
language itself.

Between the candle and the window
Sang the moon I sat in the sofa hugging myself
To mitigate the disharmony
of a parting.
The poet stood up and grabbed the moon
went for the fridge
and shut it in I heard the buzz
Turn to a scream.

Of Polo Clouds
What will I finally be
for you?
What will you finally be
		
for this yoyo heart up all night bubbling 		
		
cauldron of mine that
Wants to know before
		
the cows come home and
		
Saturdays are dedicated to you
Or wander days when
far below the clouds of Serpentine
a lonely figure sits by the swan lake and hims
		
without her?

Of Peonies
To be or not in love
with your picture or your womanhood?
this delicate peony
or that light reflected knee?
The fingers many
which string this heart’s yoyo
people the petals of your peony
and figure out the curved space
of a blonde muse kneeling down
outside the Chelsea flower shop window
where tomorrow I’ll be picking
just a peony
for you
A knuckle knocking on 105
a buzzing presser on the door phone
and you will be coming down
to a dishevelled shirt out
pair of sandals
young smile
a knuckle down pony
ready to polo!
‘cause Alec’s got a girlfriend
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It’s her lure
that oscillates in him

		
sitting by the hymn of swans
		
…and the water that reflects the bowtie
			
unwed net veils flailing
				
below the weather cock
		
the floating paper plates,
		
flapping tissues…
		
sparrow smiles at heart butterflies
		
wonder clouds funnel up the funerals
		
flying hearses like black swans
		
Wingspans that fade in the span of wind…
what
the blue playing field of cotton wool clouds
will I finally be
			
for you?
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Hiva Pan ah i

Without A Name
Translated by Shirin Youssefian Maanian
We joined together, I and the turquoise dream
then we became rain, big rain
lost in the rivers …

The wooden shadows

1995, Kurdistan –Iran

Translated by Shirin Youssefian Maanian
a wooden book
a wooden poem
a wooden flower
- perhaps! the shadows that joined
on the planet of nothingness

Foreign land
Translated by Shirin Youssefian Maanian

Athens 11.5.2005

the heart became a museum
the only one that comes to visit
is the loneliness
21.12.2000, Athens
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TALES OF RETURN
A Return Trip to Iran

I

Sohe ila Gh o d s t in at

photo: Soheila Ghodstinat

cannot believe it! I am in Tehran’s international airport. My first
impression is not so emotional or memorable as this airport is the
new one and I have not a single memory of it! My heart is beating
as fast as you can imagine, and my whole body is shaking out
of excitement and fear. Fear of feeling like a stranger in my own
homeland, fear of my own people treating me as an outsider in
my own country, fear of my homeland and I not connecting, fear
of being questioned or arrested at the airport for being out of the
country for such a long time and fear of many more “what ifs”!
I walk slowly and cautiously, a bunch of young people are with
me in the same queue and I can feel that they have the same
fears as I do! However most of them grew up here and they know
the system much better than I do. I overhear their conversations
and gather that they are students and they are in Iran only for the
summer holidays.
Everything seems to move easily and smoothly: people go to the
officer’s desk, they show their passports, and answer a couple
of questions and after their passports are stamped, they leave
with joy and happiness to start their summer holiday in their
homeland.
So why am I still so worried about things?
Why is my heart beating faster and faster as I get closer to my
turn? There is nothing to worry about… I will be fine!
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And finally it is my turn, I have to face the officer after
twenty-two years, I take a deep breath and walk towards his
desk. I say a quick hello and put my passport on his desk, he
seems to be nice; he too says a quick hello to me without
even looking at me and starts to search for my name in
the computer. Then he stares at the computer screen and
I get really worried as he looks at the page in my passport
and again at the computer, my passport, the screen and
as he does it, I get more scared and quite sure that I am in
trouble! Then he starts to speak up without even looking
at me: “You’ve been black-listed (mamnolkhorooj) for the
last twenty years by your husband, we have to take your
passport and you cannot leave the country until he sorts
this out for you!” I just knew it! I tell him with a quivering
voice: “But I am divorced officer! Also my ex-husband is
dead and that is the reason that I came back; he can no
longer bother me or my family or…” Seemingly, he is not
interested in what I have to say, so he interrupts me and
says: “Listen, I cannot do anything for you, you have to
go to the main office with your papers and documents
such as the proof of his death or your divorce papers and
they will sort it out for you, but we are going to take your
passport and give you a receipt and then you do the rest
by going there and showing your papers.”
So this is my first welcome sign from my own people
after so many years. I am thinking about this and it really
bothers me, it’s ridiculous! My dead husband ’s grave still
has more power than me? I have to give up my passport
even if it’s temporary but because of the wish of a dead
man? Why? It suddenly strikes me that these subtle tactics
are a lot more effective in oppressing women than the
overt Sharia laws and rules. Women lose their confidence
and self-belief without even noticing it is being taken
away from them.
I tried to regain my composure, and took the receipt
for my confiscated passport and went to baggage claim!
I went to the baggage area; once again I started to loose
my confidence and was asking myself whether I had done
the right thing by coming back after such a long time. From
the very start I felt how much both me and my country had
changed over the last twenty or so years! I get my suitcase
and walk slowly towards customs and still amazed about
what had just happened! Fortunately, as soon as I tell the
custom’s officer that I have been out of the country for
twenty-two years he allows me to pass through without
searching or even looking at my bags. I go in and as soon
as I see my brother I forget about everything else and
run towards him with joy and happiness. Those moments
were so precious that I didn’t want to change them for
the whole world.
In the car I started to realise the changes, both in me and
in the country; we had changed and grown a lot, in good
and bad ways. The high rises, the modern motorways,
the people, especially the young ones and their looks,
made me start thinking of something very complicated
and serious: confusion! Confusion about what people

really want: modernity and freedom or a strict regime
and tradition! The more I stayed the more I figured most
people were entangled in religion and tradition without
even knowing it. At home with my family and friends I
was so blessed and happy and from the very beginning I
was showered with love by everyone, my family, friends,
maids, neighbours and even strangers! I felt loved and
welcomed. But was I happy to be here? Did I want to live
in such a confused and chaotic society? I started to visit a
few cities during my stay, sightseeing, doing research and
talking to different people with different backgrounds
and outlooks on life in Iran.
Two weeks after my arrival I travelled to Mashhad, my
father’s and ex-husband’s hometown. My priority and
first intention in Mashhad was to pay a visit to the grave of
my loved ones, such as my beloved nanny, Maryam and
also my ex-husband! It was such an emotional moment; I
had to visit my darling nanny in the cemetery! The same
feelings I felt on my day of arrival rushed back to me!
On the second day of my stay I went to visit my parent’s
grave. I wanted to be with them and talk to them and
kiss them, while they were lying under the ground and I
wasn’t sure that they would or could love me or hear me
as they used to. Thinking of them as a pile of bones was
devastating, enough for me to pass out. Even at my exhusband’s grave I had a strange feeling, knowing that he
was not here to bother me anymore and justice was finally
done by nature settling the score with him. I still felt sad.
Why were people so cruel and selfish or sometimes sick
or irrational that when they died, others would celebrate
and be happy that they were no longer on earth?
The next day, when I went to the family court to get
my ex-husband’s legal death certificate, once again and
after twenty-two years I had to face my past! I had to face
the day that I got arrested by the authorities, and my only
crime was that I did not want to live with my husband and
had filed for a divorce! I still could remember exactly what
happened that day in every detail - Hajjie Rasouli, the
powerful mullah, who obviously took Ali’s side, accused
me of acting like a slut or a prostitute by not wanting to
live with my abusive husband. He also threatened to put
me in jail or hold me at my parents’ house like a prisoner
if I disobeyed his orders or summons, and if I pursued
leaving my husband by divorcing him!
Those days were so bitter and fundamentally and
crucially painful! But now, on this particular day after all
these years, finally justice was done. All my struggles and
painful moments were rewarded: I walked with fear and
excitement towards the same room where I had heard
all those slanderous and horrible remarks! However,
this time as soon as I stepped in, everyone showed me
respect by standing up and greeted me in a very polite
way! They asked me what they could help me with and I
told them that I was there to get a copy of my husband’s
death certificate. Respectfully I was shown the way and
was told to go to the second floor. Yes after many years of
living in exile being accused of something that I wasn’t,
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at last integrity rewarded me by making these people
behave as they should have twenty-two years ago!
Mashhad is the holy city where Imam Reza is buried;
the city where I spent six years of my married life.
Mashhad too had changed a lot, just like Tehran and
perhaps other cities. As the Jerusalem of Iran, people
would make pilgrimages here to renew their faith and
to pray for their ailing loved ones, pouring money and
jewellery into Imam Reza’s mausoleum and begging for
health and salvation in return. Sick people would kiss and
touch the silver and gold bars surrounding the Imam’s
grave, the practice that spread disease instead of curing
it. This was still the same, men and women flocked to the
mosque in thousands every day. But in 2008 one thing
was different; you could now have a cyber pilgrimage
via the internet thanks to the government run web site!
You could participate in this superstitious ritual from afar.
There was no progression, really it was the same irrational
behaviour, now practised in designer clothes and with
the help of the latest technology. The spread of diseases
was less now because you didn’t have direct contact with
the bacteria ridden silver and gold shrine around Imam
Reza’s grave.
While in Mashhad, I attended a few parties, in some,
men and women were dancing and drinking together.
In others men were drinking alcohol while their wives
were drinking tea in another room and the topic of
conversation was limited to the lives of their husbands
and children!! After dinner they would all join together
in the same room trying hard to pretend that their lives
were perfect and that they were so happy and content
and wished for nothing more! They were the group of
traditional and religious people who were trying hard
to prove to themselves and the rest of us that they were
enlightened, open-minded and liberal! They were trying
so hard and even were talking about how they attended
spiritual retreats and Yoga classes, and when someone
asked them about how they felt about those classes they
didn’t even know what to say!
Back in Tehran, one day when I was on my way to
someone’s house for an interview, something interesting
happened. I was waiting for a cab in one of the busiest
streets in Tehran and the traffic was so heavy, I was already
late. Before stopping a taxi, I saw a motor bike and realised
he was a cabby! As soon as he stopped and dropped off
his passenger, I walked towards him and asked him if he
would take me as a passenger and surprisingly his answer
was positive and so I jumped on the bike behind him, with
my arms around him, holding him tight to avoid falling
off the bike! I was both interested and confused, that
in such a system when women are not allowed to show
their hair and pre-marital sex or relationships between
male and female is such a taboo that they get flogged or
stoned in public by the morality police, one could hold a
strange man tightly in her arms without any objections or
questions, solely on the premise of being a passenger!
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As I started to write and research about life in Iran, from
the very beginning I sensed the young population were
in danger. They suffer and struggle a lot among their own
society or should I say their own family! Most of them were
disappointed with the government and the regime but
that concern was not theirs anymore; they thought that
family issues and the traditional ways of living these days
were more of a problem than the government itself! Of
course they put the blame foremost on the government
but they believed the solution was now in the hands of
the people and that it was up to them to realise that they
were drowning in both tradition and religion more and
more every single day.
I started my research by speaking to and interviewing
young and middle aged people and I tried to speak with
different classes and backgrounds and also with people
from different places and cities. The more I did this, the
more I noticed that most of them had one major problem
with the society and people and that was: tradition or
Sonnat.
I spoke to a lot of people during my trips around Iran.
I met a young writer one day and we talked about a lot
of things, religion came up as we were talking. Fatie, the
young writer in her late twenties was saying how she was
so turned off by religion she just didn’t have the same
faith as she used to but one day she found herself in a
desperate and hopeless situation, and the first thing she
thought of was to pray to Imam Reza (the 8th Imam of
the Shiat who is buried in Iran) and asking for his help
and salvation and donating in his name to the poor! Fatie
said: you know we have religion in our blood. It is so
intertwined with us that we can’t denounce it. It runs in
our veins, we can’t see it but we feel it and it is our life
line, but just as when we have a cut in our finger and we
wash the gushing blood off to prevent infection, we do so
with religion when it is exposed and public.
Iran’s demography is young - seventy percent of the
population is under thirty years old, and many of them have
lost hope of regime change; they don’t think things can
improve so they cope with things as they are. They can’t
believe how their parents hope for progress, modernity,
democracy and freedom of speech when they deny these
most basic rights to their own children, all because they
don’t agree with breaking tradition. Civilised society as a
whole is made up of the smaller pieces we call the family
unit.
I do appreciate the fact that in some countries like Iran
being with family is very significant and it’s the priority
of each person to respect his/her family as it’s the most
important thing in their life but my biggest issue and
question is about the current situation in Iran. If we want
some improvements and changes, justice and so on,
then, how can there be any change in the whole if the
individual units remain the same?
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Memories Revisited
Miriam Frank

M

y father was waiting for me as I got off the plane. I
picked him out from the crowd in the Arrivals Area.
There he was: a small, still figure, his gaze watchful
and distant, his dark hair combed back from his balding temples, in his cool cotton shirt and comfortable trousers, barely
revealing his quiet excitement on seeing me. He quickly came over
to meet me at the queue waiting for customs clearance - evidently
not restricted to passengers here in Mexico - and gave me a warm
embrace.
If anyone had asked what I felt, I would have been hard
pressed to find the right words. My feelings for my father, so
rich and fond and warm in my childhood (I still remembered
my boundless joy on the rare occasions he came to see us
at our country house near Barcelona and then at our various
make-shift abodes in occupied France, as well as my disappointments when he didn’t turn up), had long blunted. Even
my resentment – when, after rejoining us in Mexico at the
end of the war, he left us to start a new family with Ilse - had
dissipated.
He proceeded to help me through customs
“Where’s your passport?” he asked me in his calm bass
voice.
“Here,” I said pulling it out of my handbag.
He took it from me, placed a new ten peso bill inside it,
closed it again and passed it to the Mexican custom’s officer
in front of my suitcase. The officer opened the passport, took
out the bill, placed it in his pocket, stamped the custom’s
clearance, and gestured with a friendly movement of his
head that we were free to move on.
My father’s house, in the outlying suburb of Las Lomas
de Chapultepec, was a large, two-storey, concrete building
raised high above street level on hilly ground overlooking
a steep ravine across the street. Tall eucalyptus, pines and
jacarandas, with here and there an ancient rubber tree, a
cluster of palms and a bright splash of bougainvillea, grew in
abundance here blocking the view between neighbouring
houses. We had driven some distance up the long, broad,
tree-lined avenue, La Reforma - which I was so excited to

see once again - past Diana’s multi-coloured fountain, then
along the length of the zoological gardens with the Austrian
Archduke Maximilian’s castle on the hill above, till we finally
reached Las Lomas. Here, large imposing homesteads surrounded by well-tended tropical gardens were heavily protected with tall iron gates and ferocious dogs that barked at
every passer-by. In the late evening, when night descended
into velvety blackness outside people’s drawn curtains, loud
fluty whistles would break the silence at regular intervals,
sometimes close by, others more distant. The night watchmen, my father would tell me, were doing their rounds and
announcing that all was well to their fellow guards, whose
answering whistles followed moments later, more faintly,
from somewhere out there in the darkness. Occasionally
the odd gunshot would be heard from the direction of the
ravine: a night watchman warning off intending thieves, or
maybe aiming at a small wild animal, or breaking the boredom.
“Welcome,” Ilse said as I stepped into the house. Tall and
thin as I remembered her, her face now becoming lined, her
keen blue eyes looked somewhat uncertainly at
me with a benevolence I was unable to trust. “This is Joey,
your brother,” she said turning towards a small, freckly boy
of fourteen who was looking at me wide-eyed, from behind his black, square-rimmed glasses, with a deadpan expression. “And that’s your sister Susie,” gesturing towards a
smaller girl of about seven, with light reddish hair, smiling at
me from a carefully kept distance.
My father - Don Luis as he was respectfully addressed here
- was driven around in his dilapidated Buick, for which he had
a particular fondness, by Enrique, a lively Mexican character
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of around thirty-five, while Lidia, a good-looking woman with
bright eyes and black hair, looked after the household. Everyone rose, breakfasted and came and went at different times
according to their individual, daily demands. My father left
for his office early in the morning, Ilse went to her leather
gloves workshop and social get-togethers a little later, and
the children disappeared to their respective schools at their
own times. Two large noisy dogs and a small fat one divided
their time and energy between the house and large garden.
Dinner, at around three in the afternoon, was the one time
when we all met. We would sit around the large dining room
table and be served by Lidia the European dishes and Viennese cakes Ilse had taught her to cook and bake. This, Lidia
did to gourmet perfection with the fresh food brought home
every day from the market in quantities large enough to go
round also for Enrique and herself, who ate in the kitchen,
as well as various friends and acquaintances who were continually dropping by. But when Don Luis’ older daughter, I,
suddenly turned up in their midst and began to reminisce
nostalgically about the various Mexican dishes I had missed
since my abrupt departure when I was a girl, Lidia started
making them especially for me. Huevos rancheros, fried
eggs on a tortilla drenched in a spicy tomato chilli salsa, for
breakfast, and for supper frijoles refritos, mole, tacos, tamales, chilaquiles, and much else besides - with warm tortillas
fresh from the market. And then all those distinctive Mexican flavours would reawaken and bring tumbling back longburied treasured memories from some mysterious black
hole inside me teeming with lost tastes, smells, images and
sensations stretching back to the dawn of my existence.
Mornings, I would accompany my father on his way to his
office at the city centre, in the old Buick driven by Enrique.
And there I walked again in that complex of streets taking in
the heady Mexican smells and sounds, sights and ambience.
The central square, the Zócalo, with the dark red government buildings and Diego Rivera murals, the glass domed
concert hall of Bellas Artes, the large leafy Alameda Park, the
Mexican crafts and silver jewellery shops. The elegant highrise hotels and the shouting newspaper boys on the street
corners. They were all still there. Ripping into my memories,
which for so long had been held back and restrained.
I saw again the great Hispano-Mexican baroque cathedral
in the Zócalo, the great bustling market a few blocks beyond
it with the brightly coloured pottery and hand-woven rugs,
piñatas and endless variety of fruits and vegetables, the busy
street of San Juan de Letrán with its many cinemas, Parque
México where I had so often played, I found the building in
Calle Michoacán where my mother and I aged five first lived
on our arrival from war-torn Europe, smelt the quesadillas, tacos, steaming cobs of corn rubbed with chilli, in the
streets. In a restaurant, I asked a group of mariachis in their
silver embroidered, black charro suits and sombreros to sing
many of my old songs. “It’s a long time since anyone’s asked
us to sing those!” they said. I was trying to recapture all that
which had been so suddenly interrupted, cut off mid-stream.
Fervently striving to retrieve something… maybe some bit
of myself that had been broken off, lost, left behind here.
To join together the pieces of my being again and become
whole once more.
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I looked up old friends. The passage of time and divergent experiences had opened a gap with some, while
with others time and separation made no difference.
But all had remained loyal to my mother, adding one
more dimension to the sharp division between my
parents, as seen through our friends’ alignments and
loyalties, for me to consider and digest.
Cuernavaca - guarded near its entrance by the dark Virgin
of Guadalupe raised high on her pedestal in the centre of
the busy traffic intersection. The sixteenth century, crenellated palace of Hernán Cortés with the Diego Rivera murals
I had stood before as a child in silent contemplation. The
brilliant bougainvillea against whitewashed walls bordered
with lapis blue. The central squares - the ancient Indian
laurel trees, home to a million twittering birds their din still
resonating in my ears, cut down now, gone. The old market, which unleashed another wave of vivid memories, still
there, unchanged. As were also the bridge over the ravine at
the bottom of the steep street on my way to Acapanzingo,
and the horseshoe blacksmith in his open-air workshop beyond. Here I instinctively looked for the ancient blind woman who invariably sat on her chair by the side of the road, but
found her place empty. Further on the high fenced, heavily
guarded, white penitentiary building was still the same, as
was also the corner turquoise cantina with the red Coca Cola
sign. And – finally – there was the dirt road with the heavy
sweet scent of guavas, and our house still hidden behind its
thick curtain of cherry-red bougainvillea. I retraced my frequent solitary strolls as a child to the end of the road where
Acapancingo begins to peter out, past the Archduke Maximilian’s rustic homestead and overgrown tropical garden,
the small bare church where flower decked cattle were
blessed once a year, along the secluded dirt path even now
bordered by the same wild lush tangle of local vegetation, as
far as the little cemetery with its crooked turquoise, pink and
white wooden crosses, from where I stopped to gaze beyond the open plain at the distant snow capped volcanoes,
Popocatepetl and Ixtacihuatl, their undiminished beauty
sparkling in the bright sunshine. Here in Acapancingo, time
had stood still. Frozen. I had leapt back fifteen years: I was
the same eleven year old girl once again, and myself now.
The intervening years had suddenly shrunk, melted away.
For a moment, I had captured myself, felt what I was, what
I had been and lost, the tattered remains momentarily retrieved, myself simply and clearly, nakedly, close to the intensity of nature and the pulsation of life, its profound harmony,
overwhelming beauty and terrible violence. All I had been
before the mental and emotional turmoil and acrobatics to
which I had subjected myself in my attempt to fit that other
unfamiliar order at the other end of the world. I was facing
the small cemetery and the two volcanoes, alone. I savoured
my exquisite solitude in that intimate, expansive landscape,
in that stillness intruded only by the erratic flight of a dragonfly and distant dogs’ barking. I walked on the shallow irregular furrows between the crowded tombs, surrounded
by the brightly coloured crosses, unnamed and undated,
stuck into the earth, inclined with time, trying to guess the
age of those under them by the tiny gaps between one cross
and the next. And I felt at the same time the poignancy of all
those dead children’s desolate fates and the silent peace all
about me.
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FEASTING ON WORDS
Charles Simic: Poet
Extract from The Poetry Society Annual Lecture 2009
It’s hard for me to believe now that I didn’t live in New
York seventy years ago. Everything about the city is familiar
to me from films, photographs and books I read about
that period. I know what the tenement buildings looked
like where most of the people lived, how they dressed,
what they ate in neighbourhood restaurants, what music
they heard on the radio, where they went to spend an
evening dancing or to see the latest movie. It comes as
a bit of a shock to me that while they were standing in
line to see “His Girl Friday” with Cary Grant and Rosalind
Russell or holding hands while listening to Frank Sinatra
sing “This Love of Mine” with Tommy Dorsey’s band, I
was actually elsewhere. I even have a photo to prove it.
It’s a fine-looking spring day and I’m walking in Belgrade
with my mother. The year is 1941, and I’m three years old.
I appear exceedingly pleased with myself, as though
after much nagging, my mother has finally agreed to buy
me a toy, although unknown to us as we hurry down the
street, Hitler and Stalin are already making plans for me
to become an American poet. That’s what I like about that
photograph. The little boy holding his mother by the hand
and reaching with the other to pick his nose is the future
Poet Laureate of the United States.
I don’t remember anything about the day that photo
was taken, but I do have a vague recollection of what happened to me a couple of weeks later. On April 6, 1941 (Palm
Sunday) at 5 in the morning, Belgrade was bombed by the
Nazis. There was no declaration of war and no warning. A
building across the street was hit and set on fire and I was
thrown out of my bed and landed on the floor in a shower
of glass from the broken window. The bombing went on for
another four days killing some 17,000 people and destroying several hundred buildings. I don’t know what other
people’s typical first memories are, but mine are of smoke
and fire and streets lined with ruins. Shortly after, Yugoslavia was occupied by the Nazis and Italians, a bloody civil
war erupted between various political factions and ethnic
groups, and life was hell for most people, except for city
children like me who found themselves free to roam the
streets since their fathers were away somewhere or even
dead and their mothers and grandmothers were too busy
trying to put food on the table. Everybody thinks I’m out
of my mind when I say that I had a happy childhood, even
though bombs continued to fall on my head. In 1944, it was
the Americans and the British who were bombing the Germans in our midst and the carnage they wrought surpassed

even what Luftwaffe did to us in 1941. I was too young to
know that childhood was not supposed to be like that. One
of the best things about war in my view was that I didn’t
have to go to school. When the war was over and I did, I
found it boring. I was a terrible student, the kind of boy who
teachers are convinced will end up with a rope around his
neck, although I was well-behaved in class and read books
all the time on my own. My problem was that I skipped
school every chance I got. Once I stayed away almost three
months until the school asked the police to send an officer
to inform my mother. I roamed the streets, saw movies if I
had the money, and stood for hours in different doorways
if the weather was bad. If anything made me a poet, being
a truant did. At the age of twelve, I became a stranger to
my friends. I recall trying to tell them what I saw and experienced while roaming the city, but could not make myself
understood. I tried to convey, without having the words for
it, the pleasure of looking at things, the joy and misery of
being alone, the sense of adventure that made me set out
every morning in the opposite direction from my school.
I don’t intend to recount the story of my early life here,
only to mention this decisive experience which gave me
the first taste of being an outsider, someone whom even his
closest friends find odd. “His head is always in the clouds,”
my mother would say. Our neighbours were less kind. They
thought I was a thief and a liar, someone whose pals were
neighbourhood hoodlums, who told his mother elaborate
fairly tales every night about what he had studied that day
in school. Understandably, when I started mentioning the
possibility of one day immigrating to America and joining
my father there, no one paid much attention to me. In Yugoslavia, as in any other Communist country, no one who
was not downright suicidal would dare apply for a passport
to go abroad and thus openly snub the many, hard-won
achievements of our workers for the false glitter of capitalism. Even I didn’t believe it possible. I loved American movies and its popular music and jazz, but found the prospect of
living in some small town full of friendly and smiling people
in a house with a two-car garage, a well-tended front lawn
and a living room with a Christmas tree and lots of presents
around it, simply terrifying. New York, with its huge crowds
roaming the streets, was more appealing to me. When my
mother, brother and I reached Paris in 1953, it wasn’t such
a huge shock. We were still in a European city among gray
buildings that often didn’t look much more different from
the ones I grew up with in Belgrade. In addition, I had stud-
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ied French in school and could read it and even talk a little
which made it easier to find my way around.
However, since we were waiting for visas to go to America, a wait that took a whole year, it was advisable that we
start learning English fast. There were free courses given
at the headquarters of the World Church Service, interestingly located on a street lined with prostitutes a few blocks
from Place Pigalle, and this is where we went. Like anyone
immersed in American popular culture, I knew some English words and phrases, but nothing beyond that. So, I found
myself studying hard for the first time in my life, and got out
of it as much as anyone can get from seven months of biweekly meetings. In truth, I still didn’t truly believe we will
ever reach America. Once you become a displaced person,
hassled by the local authorities at every opportunity, it’s hard
to have much confidence about one’s future. I figured we’ll
probably be stuck in France. I’ll flunk out of school, get a job
as a delivery boy for some grocery store or as an usher in
one of the movie houses on the Grand Boulevards, and that
will be that. Instead, one mild evening, we sailed to America
on Queen Mary.
After five days journey, on August 10, l954, I stepped off
the boat in New York with my mother and brother. The day
was hot, the sky cloudless, and the streets were full of people and cars. I was sixteen. My father, who was already in the
United States, put us up in a hotel right next to Times Square.
With its theatres, which I had seen in so many movies, the
neighbourhood felt strangely familiar, as if I had already
lived there and forgot all about it. There’s a simple explanation for that. I grew up in a large city, and all cities, even with
their huge differences, tend to resemble one another. Walking around New York confirmed for me what I already knew
about life. Here where the streets are clean is where the rich
live, where the expensive stores are, and here where the
trashcans are overflowing, is where the poor live and their
kids play ball and fight in the streets. Nobody had to explain
to me the difference between the young women I saw on
Fifth Avenue and the ones hanging around a candy store
on the Lower East Side. Of course, New York was also unlike any European city. Its bright colours were startling after
the greyness of Europe: Yellow taxis and huge neon signs
and billboards with smiling, rosy-cheeked faces advertising toothpaste or cigarettes, men walking by wearing pink
shirts and neckties with palm trees and women in bathing
suits on them. Architecturally, the city was full of surprises: A
skyscraper in mid-town next to a three-story building with a
hot dog stand; a street with a building made entirely of glass
close to a park with nineteenth century carriages pulled by
horses.
We spent the first few days in New York changing our
disguises. Jeans, Hawaiian shirts, cowboy belts, colourful
t-shirts, sneakers and other such items, procured cheaply
in the vicinity of Times Square, appeared to me to be the
height of elegance. Of course, there was also the problem
of language. I could read English more or less, but speaking
it was a different matter. The astonishment and the embarrassment of saying something and not being understood
were deeply humbling. Every day in America, I realised right
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from the first day, I will have a fresh opportunity to make a
complete fool of myself. In the meantime, I kept my ears
open. As I lay in bed at night, I repeated words and phrases
I had heard: Okay-Dockey. Hogwash. Hold the phone. Get
lost Buster.
The claim that an expatriate can never feel at home anywhere again has a nice tragic sound to it, but it was certainly not true for me. Even with my accent, after a couple
of years, I felt at ease in America. My enthusiasm for everything American made me an annoying presence among
my compatriots, who criticised everything with an air of
superiority. They’d get furious with me and remind me
where I came from. Nothing of what I said about America
made sense to them. Birds of a feather stick together, I was
informed. Without the emotional and mental reassurance
one’s ethnic group provides, what do we have? On the other
hand, when customs and ideas one took for granted begin
to seem artificial, when one starts to suspect that one’s exile is a terrific opportunity to get away from everything one
always secretly disliked about the people one grew up with,
what choice does one have? Not even the more illustrious
role of an intellectual in exile, forever crushed by the weight
of the twentieth century history and his nostalgia for the culture of Europe, attracted me, then or later. America and the
Americans were far more interesting to me, and so were the
anonymity and the freedom to be oneself that came with
assimilation.
Actually, that’s not entirely accurate. Many of my early
friends were Italian, Jewish, Irish and other immigrants. What
life can be stranger or more exciting, I thought, than the one
that takes you in one day from a Hungarian butcher shop on
2nd Avenue to an Irish Bar in Hell’s Kitchen, an Italian coffee
shop on MacDougal Street, a jazz Club off Sheridan Square
in company of a young woman who grew up on a farm in
Texas. Consequently, when I started writing poems two
years after I came to United States, it never occurred to me
to write them in any other language but English. I wanted to
be understood by the people I knew and I wanted some of
the American life I encountered and grew so fond of, to be
in the poems I was writing. By that time, I was finishing high
school in a suburb of Chicago, and since my parents were
divorcing and there was no money to send me to college, I
got myself a job in the city and started attending university
classes at night. Two years later (in August 1958), I was back
in New York on my own, working during the day as a bookkeeper, a shirt salesman, a clerk in a bookstore, business
manager in a photography magazine and going to school
again at night.
My poems were first published in 1959 Winter issue of The
Chicago Review, five years after I came to United States, and
yet it never occurred to me then that I would spend the rest
of my life writing poetry. In my youth, I wanted to be a painter and drew and painted every chance I had until poetry
started to dominate my life when I was in my mid-twenties.
However, almost everything I wrote and published then, I
find embarrassing now and have either destroyed or have
never collected in a book.

In 2009 the Poetry Society celebrates its centenary. To find
out more visit www.poetrysociety.org.uk
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The right to dream
H as s an B ah ri
photo: Stanley Langer

hey called it ‘Palmyra’, a land of palm
trees, with a big oasis. The ancient Palmyrians were a proud desert people, and the
location of their kingdom, at the midpoint
between the Mediterranean and Mesopotamia, gave them thriving trade routes to
the far East and west as far as Britain. But
Rome was not happy when their queen
Zenobia crossed the Nile with her army,
heading for North Africa. The Romans
destroyed her palace, and Diocletian, the
victorious Roman emperor, pitched his
camp on its ruins.
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Not far from Diocletian’s camp is another camp, built
by the French army at the beginning of the 20th century,
to house their horses and foot-soldiers. Like the Romans
before them, the French eventually left. The relics of the
ancient past became the most picturesque ruins in Syria,
a magnet for tourists. But the more recent - and less picturesque - relics of the French camp were turned into a big
prison, where political detainees are locked in the former
stables, behind heavy doors and walls pierced with small
windows, under a faint yellow light.
In that black abyss many lives withered away unconsoled, and thousands of vigorous dreams vanished, shattered against those yellow walls as they tried to reach loved
ones far away, in cities and villages of broken dreams. But
in there, more than two years after we arrived, we finally
had access to some books from the prison ‘library’.
Prison, the master of annihilation, can kill even books.
It gave these books its muted yellow colour. Mites feasted
on their pages, and moisture eroded them. Nevertheless,
the great thoughts captured in written words refused to
die away, resisting many years of oblivion, waiting for us,
as we waited for them.
If the importance of books can be measured by their
impact on the reader, those books were the best. Three
books, three breaks in the walls, gave meaning to our
empty days, and a new horizon to our shared existence,
already losing its pulse. The first book was from the Andalucian philosopher Ibn Rashid (Averroes), the second
was ‘The Bridge over the Drina’ by the Bosnian writer Ivo
Andric. And the third, ‘Adrift in Soho’ by the English writer,
Colin Wilson.
We were about seventy men in there, in a stable renamed a ‘ward’, half of us teachers and doctors, as many
graduates of foreign universities. All eager to read whatever was readable. At first, when we arrived, everyone was
eager to talk, to exchange ideas, to show off their relative
wealth in the currency of the mind. But after a year of fulltime lectures and heated disputations, when all the information had been exchanged in all directions, from personal details to every fact we possessed, we settled down
into stagnation. You speak – I know what you’re going to
say. I have a thought - you know what it is. All knowledge
has been evenly distributed, everybody knows everything
everybody else knows.
Eventually, we were even dreaming alike. Dreaming of
each other. Even in your dreams, the others are you, are inside you and there with you. In dreams you visit your family
home with your fellow inmates, and after the visit you can’t
forget to return to the ward. The freed souls are reminded
of their earthly bodies behind bars. So people killed time
looking for new discoveries, new information anywhere.
‘Okay, I’ll read the lines on your hand, on your face, I’ll
even interpret the intricacies of your dreams’. A kind of
struggle against death.
When the books came, it was a new injection of life, of
air, to refresh our stagnation. Everybody tried to read as
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into them as much as possible, to get out of them everything he could – even things the author didn’t know were
there.
Three books – seventy readers. We divided up the days
from six in the morning until twelve at night, and made a
schedule for who would read which, in what order. And
suddenly a change came over our lives; they centred round
those books. Lucky the man who was ten pages ahead of
another; he knew better, and more. We ran seminars about
the books, and suddenly people who worked in their previous lives as teachers or professors – and as I said, there
were many of us – found a way of reminding the others
how successful they’d been in their careers.
And always there were people competing to get ahead.
A group of us would take a nap by day, and wake up at
three or four in the morning to win a book and two or three
hours of free reading, while the others lay, rolled up in their
military blankets like long rows of mummies, or sardines in
a huge can.
In that mysterious air with its faint yellow light, I opened
the doors of prison to find myself hand in hand with Colin
Wilson, walking in the heart of London, being introduced to
the mysterious streets of Soho. Sure, I still remember that
corner where I sat, a breath of blue in my mood, with my
friend Colin. And we smoked, and he invited me to watch
the passers-by, and wonder why they go where they’re
told, and what freedom can mean in this pointless life.
So when, finally, for the first time ever, a plane touched
down on the runway at Heathrow with me among its passengers, London was a place I knew. I was eager to see
Soho, to kill my dream with reality. Eager, too, to be in the
freest place in the world: Speakers’ Corner, the theatres,
and the museums which still house most of Queen Zenobia’s treasures. I thought my reference point would be
Speakers’ Corner. I would recognise it as soon as I saw it. It
must surely be huge, long and wide and crowded with firebrands. And Soho would not be far from there. I knew the
Soho streets, I had strolled them before, with him, when
my body was still locked up. I knew London through a lover
who wrote about her with that touch of bitterness, that
sense of deception and failure, of a great romantic who
somehow cannot get satisfaction from his beloved.
That was the dream. In reality, I spent the first year looking at underground maps, drawing and connecting grids
of lines between refugee centres, the Home Office, solicitors, tube stations and my hostel. The second year added
some colleges and schools, and new hostels, changing
the points where the lines converged. But the third year
forced me to forget all those places and map London all
over again, with new lines leading from Councils, housing
agencies, yet more solicitors and benefits offices to everchanging addresses in bad-smelling hostels.
Even letters had difficulty in finding me. And some of
them eventually gave up. I was adrift indeed, not in Soho
with Colin, but on the way to yet another hostel. And London rejected me, before I had a chance to add my name to
her neglected lovers.

Poetic Journey: Language, Poetry and Emotion
M ir Mah f u z Ali

Journeys are great poems. Throughout literature there are many examples of that, the ancient Sumerian epic Gilgamesh, the first long
poem to be written down. Then there are Homer’s Odyssey, Virgil’s
Aeneid or Dante’s Inferno. In all of them the hero sees everything
and experiences all emotions from exaltation to despair. He journeys to the edge of the world and made his way back, exhausted
but whole. Journeys are an arduous enquiry. You know you are
heading for an unknown adventure trying to reach a sense of new
identity. Quite often veering off-course, but learning new things.
Most people find journeys change them. In many ways I am one of
them. I have gone through many emotional journeys all my life.
My first journey was perhaps an attempt to understand
‘where my voice belongs’ and who is going to hear my
thoughts and feelings. Every walk I made, every thing I saw
or experienced through life contained interlocking journeys of those thoughts, feelings, associations, images with
particular sounds, rhythms and part of speech.
Today I am going to tell you how I began my journey from
the point when I was a little boy without knowing who I was
and where I was going to be in the future. It appears I was
constantly removed from the place I have known to accept
as home, or a place of security and comfort. So long as I
was on a journey and the arrival in a new place was an open
space with things to explore and to get excited about, I was
happy. A sense of poetry grew in me and my emotion burst
with feelings I could not give name to – I had no specific
words to dip in the oil or fry to make them palatable.
From a very early age I enjoyed travelling to places with
open fields with cattle and deer running free; I enjoyed seeing the river carrying the water-hyacinths on its current; getting lost in the thickness of railway bush or getting caught
up in the thick tangle of the wood was my childhood haven.
A sense of freedom being lost in those heavy shadows under the blazing sun formed the most memorable moment
of my life. Even today whether I am writing about those

times or not I am always taking an emotional journey to
those moments of my life. Only through writing a poem
about the experiences gives me the total satisfaction.
I began to lose my sense of freedom when my parents
decided to make me educated. The language I knew, my
mother tongue no longer tasted sweet as my mother’s
milk. It turned sour. At the age of four I was still clamped
to my mother’s breasts. Her blossoms no longer tasted the
same. I wondered why. To stop me from breast-feeding
my mother rubbed neem-paste on her nipples: my mouth
smeared with green stuff. I’d spit the bitter-substance out
of my mouth. A sense of anger built in me. Then I was sent
to a dark city. I could not breathe there. There was no place
for me to gallop past rum hibiscus and run into a thick bush
or lay on the soft blue grass under a clear sky. The airless
city with its narrow streets and dilapidated old buildings
reeked of decay. Its open sewers were overrun by fat rats.
Its dirty streets were guarded by stray dogs. I was unhappy,
looking for something to interest me. As the night began to
drop around me like a filthy sheet I noticed a man going up
a bamboo ladder to light up a gas-powered post lantern. It
was one of the images I still remember and treasure.
Although I was unable to obliterate hurt I found new
ways to amuse myself. Mosquitoes whined around my ears
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and bit all over my body. I lost the power of dreaming. Instead I became expert on slapping the mosquitoes against
my skin. They were after my pristine blood. I considered
this experience to come to this unknown city as a hell. I
began to realise I have been betrayed by making me leave
my home not for adventure but for an imprisonment in a
house that was dark and hard as a prison cell. My restless
body ached, my neck pricked with the needles of boredom.
Constantly I felt as if my skin was rubbed with nettle leaves.
Eventually I became heavy, dull and still. I was nothing but
a stone. No feelings could go through me. Not even rain.
Sense of poetry went out with the blood. Words no longer
seemed to matter to me. I became speechless. I had no
voice like the stone I have become since my arrival in the
new capital, living in its old part that smelt of tanneries and
sulphuric acids. Even the voices that I heard outside did not
speak the way I spoke.
‘What’s going on?’ I’d ask myself. ‘Are the cities always
an alien place? Am I going to stay as stone and become part
of the city’s structure? Am I going to stay powerless all my
life? Why then am I unable to move unless someone else
shifted me somewhere else.’ It was my first cultural shock
without ever leaving my country of birth.
City was not my choosing. So I never accepted full or
total responsibility for the shape of my fate. It was my parents’ doing. My stepmother took me to school, called Tiffin.
It was built and ran by the British – its buildings, its bicycle
stands and its education system were also built from the
same model as its sister school in Kingston-upon-Thames.
I was enrolled there. On my first day I walked to school
with a tall boy from Punjab in West Pakistan. He spoke with
me in Urdu and some time in rice-broken Bengali. Otherwise he spoke with me in wheat-hued English. I’d rather be
home than in the school. I cried non-stop despite it was the
best primary school in the whole country. A legacy of the
British. And I did not like being there? How awful. I must
have been a naughty boy. I must have the devils bones in
me. Why else would I cry the whole day? And my neighbour’s boy Pervez was forced to leave the school early to
bring me back home. I would not go back to that school. I
abandoned all my English books.
My parents decided to find another school. This time I
would be going to a Bengali school. Of all the schools I visited none had any appeal for me. I disliked schools and the
idea of school. So I learned to read and write at home.
Eventually my life in the city got better. We moved to new
places. I did not enjoy any of those places, but the school
I was sent to was by a lakeside. I liked its open space and
its building was new and there was plenty of fresh air and
plenty of light. I now had friends. This school had girls. I
seemed to be entranced by them.
It was in this Lake Circus School that my life took a definite
turn. My memory of this school is still vivid. I regularly revisit
the place in my head. I also write about the most dramatic
incidents that affected my life. One of the poems I wrote
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recently was an emotional discovery. I stayed in this school
for five years. My new school was also finding out about
many things in life. At one point I thought I was becoming quite clever but that feeling remained intact for a long
while. Political upheaval took place and my country Bangladesh then was called East Pakistan entered into a liberation
war after the Pakistani army began their mass murder of the
Bengalis. It was the time my fear of dying disappeared and
I found the courage to witness everything for the sake of
recording an event as my own first hand experience and tell
others about it. I wished I had a camera with me to keep the
record. I wrote my first poem when I was totally shattered
by the war experience. For a while I lost my complete ability
to express myself. I became so frustrated that I ended up
writing a poem as I sat on a rim of a well.
Thirty-six years later, as an exile, I am writing about that
black night in March 1971. I want you to notice how I preserved the memory. My use of words and images will explain how emotionally involved I was with this incident. For
the next nine months I witnessed many private incidents
where I was one of the few survivors to tell the stories. I am
still thinking about them but I am unable to find the appropriate language in English to talk about them. I only write
about the terrible events when I find the right language,
right kind of images that are suitable for the English readers. There are not enough metaphors for me to transfer
those experiences into a poetic reality. This is one of the
many barriers I face when writing in English. Being a real
exile with a hungry heart made me passionate about my
art. I do not write for the sake of writing but to make it into
art that is emotionally powerful for the reader to appreciate its beauty. If I had been at home I could not have come
up with such beautiful work. Being an exiled allowed me
to come to a clearer understanding of my background by
working at some distance from it.
Had I not had the desire to create an intensity of my past
life I would not have produced any work of any interest.
Having an intense feeling is a must for a poet. The job of
poetry is to light up your emotional fireworks and let them
blast in the night sky. You will find how the poet uses his
emotion without harming anyone. It is all about control.
While writing the poet takes a well planed, well thought
out journey to make sure he does not lose his readers in
the middle of it. It would be a writing failure. Whatever he
writes is for an effect. He knows what he has gone through.
He wants his reader to experience the same so he so he
uses a shock effect by using certain words and images that
would do the job without making the reader feel cheated.
I write honestly. I am not afraid to face up to an emotion
that is painful. I only do it when I am ready. If I write prematurely then I cannot produce that desired poem. Therefore
it is vital that I do not write anything without my heart telling me when to write it. Timing is everything. Wrong timing
produces bad poems. The poet has to control his emotion
otherwise he will be nowhere. After all, he is writing to connect himself to others; he wants to know where his voice
is, his place on earth. He makes sure he is not lost and he is
going to arrive somewhere and have a place to return.
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Perspectives
Chin we Azu b u ike

Tongue of My Land
It is the mysticism of your mystery
that fails to deviate our minds from you
The magnetic aura of your innocent yet rough edgedness
that incites fear in the hearts of men
Dare we forget your existence?
It is the mysticism of your mystery
that restrains the course of our actions
The power of your words, the impact they leave
the methods in which you dish out your karma
Dare we underestimate your strength?
The wrath in your proclamations
as Amadioha reverberates through the earth
or displeased incantations as you invoke spirits of your
choice
Dare we relinquish your fame for shame of being
unorthodox?
Was it not you who birthed and suckled us?

It is your voice that rings out through the gong
when you wish the ears of men heed your counsel
Your voice that speaks through your chosen servants
as you forewarn of ill-fated omens
It is your voice that brings peace to a troubled land
and bridges the gaps amongst the people
Dare we belittle the power of your word?
The portfolio of my words,
encased in the genuineness of your tongue
is all I have to share your wisdom with the world
It is the mysticism of you - our Africa
that binds us to you forever.

Dare we ridicule the tone of your speech
or adapt completely to new-fangled ones
Is it not you who heals us with your words,
in spite of the different Chukwus that we serve?
Dare I for one, denounce the incision on my forehead,
your gift of life back to me through the words of my dear
gone Mama Ukwu?

To The Memories of Homage
I still remember the duty your lips pay
left and right as you walk
down the aisle of people back in motherland
The responses of women
with wrappers wrapped high above their breasts
busy, bustling with wares to be assembled for an early sale
in the glowing warmth of the morning sun
They never forget to respond
with chewing sticks stuck in their mouths
They never forget to call out your name
even before a salute leaps out of your lips
I still remember the sequential interference
of greetings that stops you in your track

to enquire the fate of your house-hold
and livestock if you possess one.
Irritating at times, but all in good faith
by well meaning hearts and acts of brotherliness
I remember the rebukes your unintentional mind attracts
from those who surpass your age when morals evade you
The slogan says ‘it is not love’
yet we engaged in it without ceasing
it gave and earned us respect
So whenever I see familiar faces here
who avert their eyes,
I wonder what they think salutation depicts.
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Glimpses of Afghanistan
Anyone Watching?
Camp No 4: Kochangary Frontiers
Rouhi Majid

A barefoot child lost in the labyrinth of lanes
Each turn leads to yet another turn,
leading to nowhere.
Searching ardently for the baked mud hovel
of flour-sack roof, he shares with those
he knows, love him.
Distraught, panic-etched
Terror distorts his features.
Bursts of despair.
Howls thicken stagnant air.
Rickety wooden fence he clings to
is soaked in tear-drops.
No-one is watching
No one is listening

image: Siavash Maleki

Promised Prophecy

photo: from 'Afghanistan' magazine

Eric Ngalle Charles

An old man climbed a mountain once
At its summit, he met a sage
Pointing at the sky the sage proclaims
“Look, my son. Like the stars at night
Your children shall inherit the earth”
As dawn approached
At the foot of the mountain
He gazed the skies- No stars
The land filled with dried leaves
The heavenly smell of “white phosphorous”
Lament

15 Minutes on the News

Hunger in Harare

Yo usaf Mukhtar

H an d s e n C h iko wo re
The streets are contaminated with chaos
And the black mamba has poisoned the water
Far beyond the reach of consumption
Shops yawn daily with empty spaces
Whilst senseless money is eroded
The land that yielded plenty is now barren
Hunger and thirst shorten lives of many
The end to this now demands the divine powers

15 minutes on the news
devoted to a ‘crisis’
of great magnitude.
We hear, watch
But do we listen, see
and will we feel
their new found freedom
as the bombs drop around them?
as the fear surrounds them?
as the F16s hound them?
all the bloodshed about them?
all the killing, murder, death besieging them?
Heartlessly
we turn away,
resume our lives
lifelessly.
After all
we are dead inside.
Mute/silent witnesses,
To a crime
Where innocence dies.
Every day
The fresh blood of children screams out
replacing their voices
Every day
A piece of our hearts rot away
every day
Are we deaf
to a child or a mother’s cry?
Ask yourself why?

image: Siavash Maleki

To Zimbabwe

The collateral damage of Qana
Precision targeting
Of defenceless women and children
massacred
as we, the whole of mankind
watch on
muted voices,
while the stench of the burnt flesh
of children covers us.

Han d s e n C h iko wo re
Our zeal is to heal your decaying land
Reviving the hope that disappeared like a whisper
Your children are scattered everywhere like leaves
Day by day they bitterly grow misery
Night by night they are darkened by shock waves
Your breasts produce poisonous milk
You conceive evil on a daily basis
How long will you dwell in the ferocious fields?
Why irrigate sour grapes and delight in harvesting thorns?
Regain your normal senses and return to land of plenty
Dig out the devil from your land and plough prosperity

Why do the children have to die?
Ask yourself why?
15 minutes on the news
generations of destruction
Turn the channel over
we have seen enough
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Tibet
Tibet’s Rebel Poets: Creativity in Exile
So n ali Jo s h i
In October 1949, Chinese forces began moving into Tibet, and by 1950, the invasion was complete. At this time,
His Holiness the Dalai Lama was called upon to assume full
political power and in 1954, he went to Beijing for peace
talks with Mao Zedong and other Chinese leaders. However, in 1959, he was forced to escape into exile followed
by some 80,000 Tibetans, after the Chinese army’s suppression of the Tibetan National Uprising which took place
in Lhasa on 10th March 1959. Since then, His Holiness the
Dalai Lama has lived in exile in Dharamsala, northern India, seat of the Tibetan Government-in-Exile and heart of
the Tibetan Diaspora. Since then, Tibetans, both inside and
outside Tibet, have worked hard to keep the Tibetan spirit
and culture alive. Creative forms of expression have always
featured strongly within Tibetan culture, and poetry in particular is one art form which has given voice to the hopes,

fears and aspirations of the Tibetan people whilst equally
shaping the Tibetan community in exile.
A number of Tibetan poets have made their mark within
the exile community. Dhondup Gyal is widely considered to
be the founder of modern Tibetan poetry and has been one
of the most influential young writers inside Tibet in recent
years. An accomplished scholar, writer and poet, he sadly
took his own life when he was only 32 years old. Perhaps
his most well-known poem is Waterfall of Youth (translated
by Tsering Shakya) in which water and the waterfall symbolise fortitude and resilience.
Here is an excerpt from this epic poem:
To talk of the current situation in Tibet, we are now approaching the momentous occasion of 10th March 2009

Waterfall of Youth
a fearless heart
incomparable in its pride,
a strong body
adorned in the finest jewels,
most melodious music,

The clear blue sky,
The warmth of the sun,
The fragrant flowers,
The majestic mountains
Ai ma!

This!

But even more beautiful than these
a cascading waterfall
before a steep cliff,

The torrential waterfall,
The glorious young people of the Land of
Snows,

Look!

This!

Brilliant rays, pure white, spread like a
peacock’s feathers,
parrot’s plumage
patterns on silk brocade,

In the year 1980,
the heartfelt power and creativity of the
youth of Bo
The dignifying struggle
the music of youthfulness.

Listen!
The sound of the gushing water, clear
and pleasing,
The music of the angels,
unblemished melody,
music of the gods.
pure in origin,

Kyi! Kyi!

drawing: Gabriellla Hargrave

Kyi!
This is not an ordinary waterfall
It possesses a majestic quality,
exiled ink/ Spring - Summer 2009

Youthful waterfall
waterfall of youth
Where did you obtain
the fearless heart,
immeasurable confidence unbending pride
limitless strength?
Yes!
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which will mark the 50th anniversary of the Tibetan National Uprising and 50 years in exile for the Tibetan exile community.
Whilst 2008 was a crucial year for Tibet and the Tibetan people, as evidenced by the widespread protests which took place
both in Tibet and in exile, 2009 is set to be even more significant, as the Tibetan community reflects on 50 years in exile,
looking towards the future and the possibilities it may hold at this most critical time for Tibet.
Tibetan poetry by exiled writers allows us to explore the many diverse and intricate aspects of the Tibet issue, whilst
equally provoking broader discussions on loss, suffering, conflict, freedom and cultural identity. Lhasang Tsering, longtime Tibetan writer-activist, was born in Tibet and went into exile at a young age. In 1972, giving up an opportunity to study
medicine in the US, he joined the armed Tibetan resistance force, in Mustang, Nepal. Lhasang is an outspoken and ardent
advocate for Tibetan independence and a passionate lover of literature. His book of poems Tomorrow and Other Poems
was published in 2004. In 8 by 10, he evokes a strong sense of the ‘exile condition’:

8 by 10
Eight by ten
In any unit
Big or small
Is a rectangle.

Eight by ten
With a bed
And a stove
Is not just a room.

Eight by ten
With four walls
And a roof
Is a room.

Eight by ten
With a mother
And an altar
Is a Home.

Eight by ten
Measured in feet
In any country
Is a small room.

With birth and death
Joy and tears
Like any home
Anywhere.

Eight by ten
For a refugee
Is quite often
The only room.

A place to share
A place of Love
Though only
Eight by ten.

Recent years have seen the younger generation of Tibetans using poetry as a tool for expression, none less so than the
prolific activist and poet, Tenzin Tsundue. I myself have had many conversations with Tsundue that have left me feeling
inspired and in awe of the resilience of a young man who has come to stand as one of the leading voices of the Tibetan
exile community today. His poem ‘When it Rains in Dharamsala’ appeared in ‘Exiled Ink’, Issue 6.
Perhaps the most significant Tibetan poet today is Woeser who, although born and brought up in Tibet, now lives in selfimposed exile in Beijing with her Chinese husband Wang Lixiong. She was born in Lhasa in 1966, the daughter of a senior
commander in the People’s Liberation Army. At the age of four, her family moved to Kardze (Ganzi Autonomous Prefecture) in Sichuan Province. Here she received a Chinese-language education, studying literature at the Southwest Institute
for Nationalities in Chengdu. She worked for two years as a journalist in Kangding (Dartsedo) before moving to Lhasa
in 1990 where she became an editor for the magazine Tibetan Literature and published a volume of poetry, Xizang zai
shang, in 1999. As her literary reputation grew, she was given the opportunity to study at the Lu Xun Institute in Beijing.
In 2003 she wrote an outspoken collection of essays, Notes on Tibet, published in Guangdong but subsequently withdrawn from circulation and officially banned on account of “political errors”. As a result, in 2004 she lost her job and moved
to Beijing, where she continued to write for the Internet and had several books published in Taiwan, notably Forbidden
Memory, a history of the Cultural Revolution in Tibet illustrated with photographs by her father. In 2006, when her blogs
were shut down by decree, she started a blog on an overseas server. During the massive crackdown and news blackout
that followed the disturbances of March 2008, her blog was disabled by cyber attacks but she continued to publish her
observations and commentaries.
A new collection of her poems translated in English was recently published, Tibet’s True Heart, and perhaps the most
striking of these is The Fear in Lhasa, pointing to the significance of 2009 with its many anniversaries pertinent to the Tibetan community, China and indeed the world at large:
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The Fear in Lhasa
A hurried farewell to Lhasa,
Now a city of fear.
A hurried farewell to Lhasa,
Where the fear is greater than all the fear after ‘59, ‘69, and ‘89 put together.
A hurried farewell to Lhasa,
Where the fear is in your breathing, in the beating of your heart,
In the silence when you want to speak but don’t,
In the catch in your throat.
A hurried farewell to Lhasa,
Where constant fear has been wrought by legions with their guns,
By countless police with their guns,
By plainclothesmen beyond counting,
And still more by the colossal machinery of the State that stands behind them night and day;
But you mustn’t point a camera at them or you’ll get a gun pointed at you,
maybe hauled off into some corner and no one will know.
A hurried farewell to Lhasa,
Where the fear starts at the Potala and strengthens as you go east, through the Tibetans’ quarter.
Dreadful footsteps reverberate all round, but in daylight you won’t glimpse even their shadow;
They are like demons invisible by day, but the horror is worse, it could drive you mad.
A few times I have passed them and the cold weapons in their hands.
A hurried farewell to Lhasa,
Where the fear is now minutely scanned by the cameras that stud avenues and alleys and offices,
and every monastery and temple hall;
All those cameras,
Taking it all in,
Swiveling from the outer world to peer inside your mind.
“Zab zab chi! They’re watching us” — among Tibetans this has become a byword, furtively whispered.
A hurried farewell to Lhasa:
Got to write it down.
The fear in Lhasa breaks my heart.

In March 2008, she was briefly placed under house arrest, during which time she became the main source of information regarding the wave of protests and demonstrations that swept across Tibet. The threats to her personal safety have
been well documented and translated into English. Her ‘Tibet Updates’, published online on China Digital Times, have
brought Woeser and her work to a wider audience. In July 2008, her decision to sue the Chinese Government for their continued refusal to grant her a passport was a brave, audacious move, testing China’s legal system and bringing the plight of
Tibetans, as second-class citizens within China, to the attention of the wider world.
Aside from Tibetan themes in her work, Woeser’s poems also discuss universal themes of love, loss, grief and the search
for identity. She often uses other international literary figures as points of reference - Allen Ginsberg, T.S Eliot, Gabriel
García Márquez and Jack Kerouac to name a few. Woeser is a prolific writer, blogger and poet who has given up a great deal
in pursuit of the truth in her own time and on her own terms. Overcoming both prescriptive and prohibitive censorship to
ironically become a truly free thinker, Woeser is a unique and much needed Tibetan voice.

The Tibet Film Festival 2009 will be touring the UK from March to May.
See www.throughanexilelens.org for full details.
exiled ink/ Spring - Summer 2009
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Books

Belonging: New Poetry by Iranians around the World
Edited by Niloufar Talebi

North Atlantic Books, 2008

Review: Richard Jeffrey Newman

Let’s start with the poetry, so much of which is simply gorgeous.
Here, for example, is “Sketch 25,” by Mina Assadi, an Iranian exile
who has lived in Sweden since 1980, is still, thirty years after the Islamic Revolution, forbidden from entering Iran, but who continues
to write and publish in Persian:
They knell the bell,
in a river unknown
a flowerbunch
dispetals.
So much about life and death packed into four lines that could
have been written by e. e. cummings; and how wonderful to discover a connection between contemporary Persian poetry—about
which I am just beginning to learn—and an American poet whose
work I love. Indeed, finding such connections is one of the joys of
reading Niloufar Talebi’s new book of translations Belonging: New
Poetry by Iranians Around The World (North Atlantic Books 2008).
Shahrouz Rashid’s ‘Letter to Father,’ for example, reminded in
places of the letter poems Richard Hugo wrote; Esma’il Kho’i’s ‘In a
Thousand Years’ sounded like Allen Ginsberg; and Mana Aghaee’s
‘Come What May’ made me think at times of Sharon Olds.
Other readers, no doubt, will disagree with me about which Iranian poets sound like which American ones, and that is fine. Making connections like this is always going to be more a Rorschach
test of the person who makes them than an accurate assessment
of any of the poets involved. The fact that Talebi’s translations sug-

gested the connections in the first place, however, is one of their
strengths, demonstrating that they are poems in their own right,
laying claim to a place in the tradition of American poetry even as
they do what translations always do, deepen and broaden the poetic possibilities of their target language.
In the ‘Notes on Selection’ which Talebi includes in the book’s
front matter, she insists that the necessarily limited and limiting
scope of her anthology—poetry written in Persian outside of Iran
since the 1979 revolution—not be read as implying any theoretical
position on her part about the nature of diaspora literature. Yet
there is no way that publishing these poems in a single book can
avoid making a statement of some sort, if only because the poets
themselves consistently evoke and invoke notions of exile and
displacement, and of navigating linguistic and cultural difference,
that are familiar to any diasporic community.
One of the most beautiful and complex metaphors in the book,
in ‘Many Happy Returns,’ by Partow Nooriala is a perfect example
of what I mean. The speaker is talking about the job she holds in
her new country:
All day
Wandering files
Run through the copier
As do the throbbings of my tongue
In the veins of a most foreign language.
The mere fact of placing this poem in the same volume as Majid
Naficy’s “Night,” in which the speaker’s thoughts wander halfway
around the world to Iran, where the family he has not seen in decades still lives, says something worth listening to—though I will not
presume in this short space to know precisely what—about what
diasporic literature is, the meaning it makes in the world and, as
importantly, how it makes that meaning.
Still, that Talebi is reluctant to make any concrete claims about
what her book contributes to the study of diaspora literature is not
surprising; her goal was to write a book of literary translations,
not produce a scholarly monograph. The one claim that she does
make for her volume, however, that it “contributes […] towards a
larger query into modern and contemporary Iranian poetry,” is one
that she unfortunately says very little about. For while both her introduction and the biographical sketches she provides do address
the question of how to read the poems in light of the fact that the
poets are exiled, she says almost nothing about the assertion, implicit in the simple fact of the book’s publication, that these poets
belong in the Iranian literary canon even if the government of Iran
refuses officially to allow it—and even if it is only as that canon is
perceived in the English-speaking world where these translations
will be read.
There are good reasons, when dealing even tangentially with
the government of Iran, for avoiding such explicitly political statements, and so I am not surprised that Talebi does not take her introduction anywhere near that territory. Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge that the political issues are there. Otherwise,
the poetry in Belonging risks being read merely as the literature
of (compelled) immigrants trying to make themselves at home in
their new countries, and not as the literature of resistance that it
also is.
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Books
The Wooden Tongue Speaks
Romanians: Contradictions & Realities
A Collection of Short Stories & Poetry
by Bogdan Tiganov

Subculture Books, 2008
Review: Esther Lipton

This collection of twenty-four short stories and fifty-five poems by the
twenty-seven year old Romanian writer, musician and artist, Bogdan Tiganov, reveals a gifted individual. His close and careful observation of
his characters and their surroundings are pictures which he draws, at a
fast pace, with precise and powerful words. His romantic, emotional and
deeply sensitive nature, nurtured by a musical talent gives a mature insight into the feelings of others.
The publisher has set out the short stories line by line so that the reader pauses and thinks. Such format, prose into poetry, highlights not only
the crisp and, sometimes racing, monologues and dialogues but also the
beauty and lyricism of many phrases that otherwise would have been
lost in a pure prose form. A phrase like “That mouth shaped like a slice
of autumn apple.”
The stories about childhood deal with freedom, family dynamics,
school friends and romance. Set against a background of deprivation, of
the post Communist era where injustice and violence are rife, the memories of his childhood are the more poignant. “They don’t like us because
we’re different…they don’t accept us.” And “Ordinary people turned
monstrous at night. … lose their inhibitions.” He has insight of the realities of life. “Justice,” he says “is teaching us an ironic lesson”. And again,
“The love of the few helps to flourish the hate of the many.”
One story about a cemetery has a truly horrific and totally unexpected
ending. In ‘A Father’ the imagery and the language used is masterful.
The reader feels burdened by the son’s sorrow and the physical weight
of the dead father as the son carries him home on his back. Yes, there
are expressions of brutality, of pain and suffering but Tiganov also gives
us magical and superstitious stories in the Romany tradition; stories of
friendship, of sorrow, of fun and dance.
In the poignant and tragic story ‘The Old Man’s Village’ Tiganov writes
“He had known that his life would open out to him like a flower and be
crushed beneath the weight of time.”
‘The Verdict’ has a surprising twist at the end; a very clever story in
which the reader strongly identifies with the doctor and his patient.
Sometimes Tiganov’s dialogues fly back and forth as the balls at Wimbledon. Sometimes they flow smoothly as if in a pre-recorded session. In ‘An
Interview’ an agency arranges work placements abroad. The innocent
applicant is taken in by the rosy picture painted. Too late “….. I’d given
everything and had signed away my future.” In the story ‘The Poet of a
Thousand Love Poems’ there are the telling lines, “….what nobody knew
was that Bogdan could appreciate and understand suffering.”
A good poem, Tiganov says, changes the way you feel. It “should be
written in loneliness and suffering and done wholeheartedly.”
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He knew the words.
They just came out right.
He could feel them in the right place, rhyme or no rhyme, the
words felt correct.
He could associate them with imagery and, with practice, the
imagery and words began to flow together.
His poem ‘Prayer’ is profoundly simple, sincere and quite beautiful.
“…..a poet does not write he breathes.” He also sings and this is one
poem which, in my view, cries out for a musical setting.
His poems tell of his memories of a happy yet troubled childhood.
I am a child
And I am ashamed of that and of the fear
I hold for mistakes, fear of failure and success
In ‘Why Don’t You Look’ the keen eye of the poet, as artist, observes,
There is an orange bloom
In winter.
It is like the heart
Of a baby- Instinct
Pure
Instinct.
His ability to empathise with the Other in their plight is evident. Real
People
Are sleeping on benches
And sharing their food
With strays.
He himself has felt the fear, the pain, the loneliness and the loss
Now nobody asks me why I’m so quiet, so upset looking,
And I gather nobody really cares why,
But maybe somebody does.
In ‘An Inspiration to Many’ Tiganov pens the words
I hope my mysterious gaze and scribbling
Will inspire the conversation of thousands.
The wooden tongue of the title alludes to the wooden spoon that represents the lives of ordinary Romanians and their folk art. It is for these
suppressed people, burdened by corruption and poverty, for many years
unable to disclose their true thoughts and feelings that the literate Tiganov speaks.

Books
Baghdad Memories
Ivy Vernon

Review: Emile Cohen

Since the war in Iraq in 2003 several
books have been published by Jewish writers about their Iraqi Jewish community; all
achieving notable success. Most of these
books were written by journalists, which
may explain why the content tends to be
so stimulating and captivating. Marina
Benjamin’s The Last Days in Babylon; Naim
Kattan’s Farewell to Babylon; Nissim Rejwan’s The last Jews in Baghdad; Violette
Shamash’s Memories of Eden; Iraq’s Last
Jews by D&R Shasha; all these books relate
to the Jews in Baghdad in the first half of the
twentieth century. The only book by a non
Jewish author that appeared recently was
By the Rivers of Babylon by the Arab writer
Khalid Al-Kishtaini. In fact all of them deal
with the history of the Jews in Iraq before
1951 when mass immigration to Israel took
place but none afterwards. All these books
were biographical or autobiographical but
also giving some insight to the political and
historical journey that the Jews had had in
their country of over 2500 years.
What is significant about Baghdad Memories is that it is written by someone who
is neither a professional journalist nor a
renowned story teller, but in very good English and in her own inimitable style. What is
also unique is that the book tends to deal
generally with the life of the Jewish community, or to be precise with the memories
of a young Jewish girl up to 1970 when she
fled Iraq from the terror of Saddam. 1970
was another year where there was another
mass exodus for Iraqi Jews, albeit the numbers by that time had reduced considerably
and the emigration was not legally sanctioned. The numbers kept dwindling thereafter to a mere handful by 2008.

In Baghdad Memories, Ivy Vernon really captivates the reader with her bonhomie style and vivid descriptions of her
life interwoven with folklore stories and old
Arabic adages. What comes out best is the
easy flowing style with which she tends to
engage in discourse with the reader and
the way this is laced with lovely humour
making the stories so pleasurable to read
despite the grim circumstances of the life
of the community at the time. My observation is that occasionally the author uses
some unnecessarily complex words, which
are at variance with the easy flowing style
adopted.
Ivy Vernon tends to eye her past existence with rose tinted glasses and would
not let the bitter taste she had to endure at
times stand in the way of telling her sweet
fond memories. The book does not take
us into a series of chronological events. It
starts with a brief resume of the history of
the Jews in Iraq and then carries on describing her background, parents and childhood
with nostalgic references to anything that
came to her mind. Vernon then chooses
topics as chapters for which she details her
involvement or the way she lived her life in
those places or through those events.
Inevitably, the school where she stayed
for 11 years is one where she devotes a
chapter; also the 90 year old surviving
teacher whom she admires and tells some
of the tales of mischief at the school. The
social centre of the community youth was
undoubtedly the Malaab (sports ground)
and there was the socialising at homes of
friends accompanied by the parents. Here
Ivy Vernon excels in bringing out the Judeo
Arabic expressions of the Jewish folks so allusive and eloquent with such humorous
connotations that would at least make you
smile. She carries on describing what happens on occasions like the Purim festival,
the teenage parties and what people used
to wear. The most poignant and nostalgic
section was the swimming and the boat
trips on the River Tigris.
Ivy Vernon took another step forward in
her education when she joined the Jesuit
American School in 1965 where she prepared
for a degree in Business Studies which she
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completed in 1969. The sad story was told
of the Jesuits who were kicked out by the
Ba’ath in 68 accused of spying because the
Dean had a telescope. Vernon continues
to relate various aspects of community life
like matchmaking, Iraqi food, music and religion. The music section relates mostly to
Iraqi music with a good piece on the Jewish
musician Saleh Al- Kuwaity.
The last third of the book takes a political turn speaking about the Monarchy That
Was for which the author had carried out a
good research and then the Tassqueet (the
Emigration in 1950/51), Coups and Revolutions and finally, and perhaps the most significantly, The Last Days of a Struggle, where
she has aptly recorded the stories of various
people who fled Iraq in 1970 to escape from
Saddam and Ba’ath regime through Kurdistan to Iran. About1300 people escaped, and
for some it was a horrendous journey but
it were worthwhile. Many of these people
would recognise their own tales reading
these stories.
The Tassqueet, which is the denaturalisation law for the Jews, was a difficult subject
to tackle. Indeed it was a brave attempt by
the author in attempting to give a thorough
analysis for a convoluted event. As a result,
it included some important aspects that
need better accuracy and clarity, especially
for the unfamiliar reader. The main question that was raised by the author whether
the Jews left willingly or not, needs to be
adequately answered.
If any historic aspect that seems to be
missing from the book as it relates to the
Jewish community is the often stated fact by
many Jews that the era of Qassim between
1958 and 1963 represented the golden age
of the Jews, a point that perhaps should
have been debated.
The book is a journey through life by a
young Jewish girl who has vivid memories
which she describes in a vibrant and effervescent manner that leaves you with
a light hearted feeling after reading the
book. There is one feeling though which
leaves you tinged with sadness; the community that was there, is no more and they
have nothing else of their old country but
nostalgia.
Ivy Vernon: thanks for the memories.
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Books

Documentary

The Yasen Tree
and Other Poems

JOVENES SIN FRONTERAS

M i l o r a d K r y stanovich

Pr o d uced , ed i t ed a nd di r ected

The Heaventree Press, 2007
Review: Lynette Craig
This poet has taken the courageous and challenging step of writing in his adopted language, English.
Knowing this fact colours our expectation of the poems in this collection,
but even if we did not know this, we
would be impressed by the fluent lyricism of the language and this poet’s
power to paint pictures of his homeland, Croatia.
The title poem of this collection
takes the form of short, interrelating
sections which lead us on a journey
through the landscape of a homeland and at the same time through
the poet’s state of mind in going back
to that land after staying away for
ten years. There is a pain in reliving
the memories of his childhood and
a sense of being alone. But threaded
through this re-entry is the poet’s self
consciousness of his role as observer
and recorder of experience and the
importance of this role despite its difficulties. He writes that,
The softened ground
of my notebook is open –
the never closed wound
soaked with ink on my desk.
And, he continues later, that he
will “balance a pen/ before the label
of memory:” Wordsworth would have
recognised that sentiment and more
recently, the supreme poet of homeland, Seamus Heaney could applaud
its recognition of the power of the
written testimony.
Kystanovich takes us on a journey
by the sea, by the yasen tree [ ash
tree] at night and in the sunlight, all
the time painting a delicate, detailed
picture – “lichen on a limestone, a
moth, cobbles” that “shimmer:” a
sensual description of a place that
though it formed him, he cannot any
longer grasp. He is “obsessed with
memories” but “cannot follow the
sunset.”
Painting provides the imagery for
the second of the long poems ‘Leaf
Catcher.’ The leaf in question is the
leaf from a cherry tree and two characters inhabit the poem, a nurse and
a painter. As in the title poem, we are
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Review: Sofia Buchuck

led through a landscape of detailed
images but here the narrative is of
death and we visit a cemetery and attend a funeral.
The next group of poems in this
collection is entitled ‘Miniatures’.
These are haiku- like impressions
which evoke loss:
At day’s close
darkness turns
from the porch to the hallway
and forces you back.
Your shadow is stuck to you:
your childhood still homeless.
Such poignant simplicity illustrates
this poet’s mastery of his new language.
‘The Tree Duet’ concludes this collection. Here the imagery is drawn
from music. In the central sequence
of this poem we are placed with the
harpist at “the commemoration concert”. But to play the instrument the
harpist “must hold firmly/ two handfuls of her native soil”. The music and
the creation of it are inextricable from
the memory of the homeland.
Throughout the collection, Krystanovich conjures images of the sea,
of water, sunlight, dusk and shadows
in what seems an idyllic but mystical
landscape. He moves like a ghost
through these shadows, a poet, recording impressions and suggesting
both loss and coming to terms with
loss. Occasionally we arrive in the
mundane every day world such as
when we read of the blossoms from
his country of birth “in the plastic carrier” he takes to his new, renovated
flat “filled with the smell of fresh
paint”. He cannot keep the blossoms
alive except in the vibrancy of his poetry.
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This project documents the lives of young
Latino Americans from twelve to twenty-five
years old based in the UK highlighting their
contribution to London life and sharing their
achievements and concerns. We aim to
bridge an understanding across generations
and cultures. It also explores the contrasting
individual lives of Latin American young people as part of the Capital Diasporas.
Music is very much part of this documentary as a history line that embraces this journey, with songs recorded at Soho Studios in
collaboration with Camerum Bride and other
recognised Latin American musicians like
Carlos Paul. Urban artists such as Indio Lirico,
Sonido Callejero and Nuevo Gobierno.
Latin American rappers based in the UK
are part of the new dimension of the Latin
American identity in the UK. Their songs reflect mixed languages, with their own cultural codes as a fluid identity which adapts
very fast through cultures, countries and the
richness of being other. It allows young people to express their social concerns through
their contribution through art.
This documentary unfolds from the perspective history of the Latin American community in London, and represents their
growth through the participation of young
people, where they convey their dreams,
achievements, loss and search for their own
voice. This documentary depicts the Latin
American culture enriching major festivals
such as ‘Carnaval del pueblo Thames Festival’ and other cultural events in London.
The project is lead by Pro-Peruvian Arts
UK, co-ordinated by Sofia Buchuck in collaboration with Imagen Latina TV and the most
representative young community organisations, cultural groups, dance groups, music
groups and solo Latin American artists in the
UK. It was presented at Fiesta Bar in December 2008 and should be an integral part of
important festivals in 2009.

For further information and availability, contact taruquita@hotmail.com

Biographies
Ali Abdolrezaei poet, left Iran in 2002 for exile in Paris and London. His last collections Jameh and Shinema were censored in Iran. His work has been translated in English
by Jennifer Langer and Ziba Karbassi.

Mahmood Jamal was born in Lucknow, India in 1948. His family thereafter moved to
Pakistan. He is known in Britain as a progressive Pakistani poet, film-maker and translator.
His poetry collection is entitled Sugar-Coated Pill.

Shanta Acharya was born in Orissa, India. She is the founder and director of “Poetry
in the House” at Lauderdale House, Highgate, where she has been hosting monthly, international poetry readings since 1996. Her poetry, as well as her articles on business, are
very widely published.

Sonali Joshi is the artistic director of the organisation, ‘Through an Exile Lens:
Thoughts and Imaginings of Tibet’. She has a PhD in French/Film Studies.

Mir Mahfuz Ali was born in Dhaka, Bangladesh. Besides writing, he dances, acts, has
worked as a male model and a tandoori chef! Mahfuz was short-listed for the New Writing
Ventures Awards 2007 and has read at the Royal Opera House. He is currently preparing
his first collection of poetry for publication.

Jennifer Langer writes poetry and is editor of four anthologies of exiled literature
(Five Leaves). She has an MA in Cultural Memory and is a SOAS doctoral student in literature of exile.
Esther Lipton is a retired lawyer and has an MA in Jewish Ethics. She writes poetry
and short stories.

Chinwe Azubuike is a contemporary African poet and women’s rights Activist who
uses poetry and prose to highlight the violence against women in Nigeria with a particular
interest in widowhood rites.

Shirin Youssefian Maanian is an actress and a peace activist. She has produced
plays on social issues race relations, human rights abuse, and the treatment of women in
Iran. She is External Affairs representative for the Bahá’í Community of Greece.

Hassan Bahri is a Syrian who was a political prisoner for over eight years. He graduated from the USSR as a mechanical engineer and now works as a translator. He started
writing fiction with the Medical Foundation for Victims of Torture. Since then he has given
readings around the UK.

Roohi Majid teacher, poet and translator has a doctorate in Literature from India and
a Masters from the Institute of Education, London. Virgo published her second collection
of poetry Stars Dance in 2008 and her forthcoming collection will be published in 2009.

Madhubanti Bhattacharyya is a PhD student at the University of East Anglia where
she is also an Associate Tutor teaching Modernism and literary history. She was brought up
in India speaking English as one of four languages. Her research interests are women’s
writing, postcolonial writing and multicultural writing.
Sofia Buchuck was born in Cusco, Peru. Her collection of poetry is entitled Al Otro
lado de America, (2003) and her poetry has been published in a range of anthropologies.
Since 1991 she has performed Latin American music and poetry at festivals. In 2000 ‘Girl of
the Rain Forest’ was released.
Eric Ngalle Charles is from Cameroon which he left in fear of his life. He arrived in
Wales in 1999. He is a storyteller and poet now living in London and has contributed to anthologies published by Hafan. He co-edited Nobody’s Perfect: Refugees Writing in Wales.
Handsen Chikowore is a refugee from Zimbabwe who started writing poems in the
Shona language. He participated in TV programmes in Zimbabwe reading and explaining
his poetry. He is an accountant.
Emile Cohen born in Basra 1943, arrived in the UK in 1959 having studied and practised Civil Engineering all his working life. Despite fifty years of UK residency, he still yearns
for his country of birth and has maintained his Iraqi roots. In the last two years he has been
particularly interested in books on the history of Iraqi Jews.
Lynette Craig has an MPhil in Writing, leads poetry workshops with refugee groups
and mentors and edits their work. Her poetry collection is entitled Burning Palaces, (Flarestack).
Imtiaz Dharker Born in Lahore, she was brought up in Glasgow and lived in India
for many years. She is a poet, artist and fim-maker who has written four books of poetry:
Purdah (OUP, 1989), Postcards from God (Bloodaxe, 1997), I Speak for the Devil (Bloodaxe,
2001), The Terrorist at My Table (Bloodaxe, 2006).
Miriam Frank Her articles, translations and original works have been published by
the Guardian Review, Index on Censorship, Buenos Aires Herald, Quartet Books, Serpent’s
Tail and Rodopi, and she has been interviewed for BBC Radio 4 and World Service programmes.
Abol Froushan left the Shah’s Iran in 1975 to study in London where he gained a PhD.
He writes poetry frequently fused with digital images and sound. He has performed his
work in London venues including Queen Elizabeth Hall and New End and Arcola Theatres.
Soheila Ghodstinat was born in Tehran and lives in London. She is a writer, poet and
actor who has lived in seven different countries. She moved to the UK in 1994. A Journey
to Starland is a story based on her life (2003). Her poetry appears in Home is where the
Hatred Is (2007). She lives in London and is currently involved in a play with Saam theatre
production.

Fariba Marzban is an Iranian journalist and editor in a publishing company. A political activist for human rights, she was imprisoned for several years in Iran. She is a published author and now deputy (vice president) of Iranian PEN in exile.
Anna Sujatha Mathai has four collections of Poetry in English. Many of her poems
have been translated into various Indian and European languages, included in several anthologies, national and international. She has read at various venues in India and Europe.
She lives in New Delhi, India.
Yousaf Mukhtar is a medical student at Cardiff University whose interests include
poetry and literature. ‘15 Minutes on the News’ was written in response to the invasion
of Lebanon.
Daljit Nagra is a poet whose parents were born in Punjab, India. ‘O My Rub’ was
published in 2003 (Smith/Doorstep). In 2004 the poem ‘Look we have coming to Dover’
won the Forward Prize and his first full-length collection Look we have coming to Dover
was published by Faber in 2007.
Richard Jeffrey Newman is the author of The Silence Of Men (CavanKerry Press
2006) and of Selections from Saadi’s Gulistan and Selections from Saadi’s Bustan (Global
Scholarly Publications 2004 & 2006). He is an Associate Professor of English at Nassau Community College, where he coordinates the Creative Writing Project. His website is www.
richardjnewman.com
Hiva Panahi was born in Sina of Kurdistan, Iran. Persecuted for her political beliefs,
she moved to Greece on a scholarship to study Social and Political Sciences at Panteion
University. A collection of her poetry, The Secret of Snow, was published in Greek in 2008.
She is currently completing her PhD.
Fathieh Saudi born in Jordan, completed her medical studies in France. Her books
include L’oubli Rebel in French and Days of Amber in Arabic. Her first poetry collection is
entitled: The Prophets.
Yuyutsu RD Sharma Punjab-born, Kathmandu based poet has published seven poetry collections including Annapurna Poems (Nirala, 2008) and has translated and edited
several anthologies of contemporary Nepali poetry into English.
Dusan ‘Charles’ Simic was born in Belgrade,Yogoslavia in 1938 and, in 1954,emigrated
to America. Co - Poetry editor of the Paris Review. In 2007 he was appointed 15th Poet Laureate consultant in poetry to the Library of Congress. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry.
Emeritus Professor of the University of New Hampshire.
Laila Sumpton is from an Indian British background and grew up in London. She is
an English Literature student now in her final year of study at the University of St Andrews.
Her main writing interest is poetry and she enjoys both developing responses to current
events and also reworking dreams and memories. She assisted the development of the
creative writing society called Inklight and has sat on the committee of the Stanza poetry
festival.
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be there when the market
springs to life
Register for The London Book Fair at
www.londonbookfair.co.uk/exiled

Never stop networking
Never miss an opportunity
Never miss London

Sponsored by

The
Booksellers Association
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